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Project Findings/Executive Summary
VFIS Education, Training and Consulting was contracted to evaluate the feasibility of
developing a system approach to emergency medical services (EMS) and fire and rescue services
to a six municipality area in historic Chester County, Pennsylvania. The six municipality area is
primarily rural and will be referred in this document as the “Kennett Area”. The six
municipalities include:
 East Marlborough Township
 Kennett Borough
 Kennett Township
 Newlin Township
 Pennsbury Township
 Pocopson Township
The nation’s volunteer fire and emergency medical service is changing. Given the extent of these
changes and at times the lack of awareness or even unwillingness to accept external forces on the
volunteer system, it is important to help drive change before it drives an organization.
Longtime volunteers often look back on the “way it used to be.” They recall a time when training
was much less demanding and time consuming and the local fire company had fewer
responsibilities. Fires and accidents were pretty much the activity. Attendance and training
standards were achievable. There were fewer calls but each was an event that required the
assistance of neighbors, who took great pride in their membership in the local company. The
community appreciated their neighbors’ help, local businesses supported the volunteer fire
company, and the call volume was small enough so as not to interfere with the requirements of
the members’ jobs. The system was manageable, the emergencies were mitigated, and it was fun
to be a member.
The reality today is that in many communities, to be a contributing, effective firefighter, a person
has to meet significantly higher standards physically, in terms of training, and in terms of time
“on the job” gaining experience. Not everyone has the luxury of time or in some cases the
inclination, to meet those requirements in today’s hectic environment. Anymore, the fire
company is not just a group of people trained to suppress fire and render first aid. It has become
the premiere provider of choice for different levels of emergency medical services and in many
cases transportation, as well as the provider of just about every other service that is not provided
by the police department including hazardous materials response, high-rise and below-grade
rescue, inspections, fire prevention and education, and community emergency planning and
management, to name a few.
This is not to say that volunteers can’t handle the job; for their abilities and successes are
demonstrated daily in many places from coast to coast and border to border. But where they
cannot, community and fire leaders are challenged to meet their community’s needs. In some
cases, they will find ways to reinvigorate the volunteer members of their fire company and
improve their performance. In others, they will recognize the need for another type of change,
moving to some form of partial or fully paid department, and they will set out to make it happen.
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East Marlborough Township
East Marlborough Township origin dates back to 1729. The township is 15.6 square miles, all
land. The 2010 census indicated 7,026 residents with a population density of 404.5 people per
square mile. There were 2,131 households with an average household size of 2.92. Population
age ranges were listed at:
Under 18
30.9%
18 – 24
5.5%
25 – 44
27.4%
45 – 64
28.7%
65 +
7.6%
Median Age
38
The median household income was $95,812.

Kennett Square Borough
Kennett Square is known as the Mushroom Capital of the World. The Borough roots go back to
1853 when a group asked for Kennett Square to be incorporated. The 2010 population was listed
at 6,072 and involves 1.1 square miles. The population density is 4,679 per square mile, with an
average household size of 2.77. Population age ranges were listed as:
Under 18
18 – 24
25 – 44
45 – 64
65 +
Median Age

24.8%
10.2%
31.0%
20.1%
13.8%
35

The median household income was $46,523.

Kennett Township
Kennett Township’s first recorded mention was in 1705. The population in 2010 was listed as
7,565. The township is 15.6 square mile of which .04 square miles of water. The population
density is 414.9 people per square mile and had 2,457 households. The population included:
Under 18
18 – 24
25 – 44
45 – 64
65 +
Median Age

24.6%
5.6%
26.8%
25.6%
17.5%
41

The median household income was $85,104.
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Newlin Township
Newlin Township’s origins date back to 1704 when a grist mill was built. The township is 12.0
square miles with .04 square miles of water. The 2010 census indicated 1,285 residents with a
population density of 96 people per square mile. There were 429 households with an average
household size of 2.68. Population age ranges were listed as:
Under 18
18 – 24
25 – 44
45 – 64
65 +
Median Age

23.1%
5.3%
27.5%
33.5%
10.6%
42

The median household income was $75,241.
For the purposes of this study, the area of Newlin Township covered by Po-Mar-Lin Fire
Company and Longwood EMS was considered.
Pennsbury Township
Pennsbury Township was part of a 1683 grant to William Penn with few people residing there
until 1700. The township has 10.0 square miles with a 0.1 square mile being water. The 2010
population was listed as 3,604 residents comprised on 1,387 households and an average
population density of 353 people per square mile. Population age ranges were listed as:
Under 18
18 – 24
25 – 44
45 – 64
65 +
Median Age

21.1%
3.2%
19.5%
28.4%
27.7%
49

The median household income was $83,295.

Pocopson Township
Pocopson Township was formed in 1848 and includes 8.3 square miles of which 0.1 square mile
in water. In 2010 the population was listed as 4,582 in 859 households, with an average
household size of 2.8, and a population density of 404.4 people per square mile. Population age
ranges were listed as:
Under 18
19.0%
18 – 24
8.1%
25 – 44
29.7%
45 – 64
27.6%
65 +
15.4%
Median Age
41
The median household income was $98,215.
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The Challenge
The challenge is to provide an integrated seamless delivery of fire, rescue, and emergency
medical services to multiple municipalities.
SIGNALS OF CHANGE1
The Kennett Area is a classic illustration of a “signal of change”. In many ways the Kennett area
is a confluence of the old and the new, merging together, as a matter of location and opportunity
as much as long term planning. This “merging” produces new challenges to the community
infrastructure as well the “new community”.
As noted earlier, the volunteer fire service is changing. Two recent studies by the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, as well as two studies by the International Association of Fire
Chiefs – Volunteer/Combination Officer Section have validated reasons for these changes and
what can and should be done to manage the future changes impending on the volunteer fire
service. Given the extent of these changes and at times the lack of awareness or even
unwillingness to accept these external forces on the volunteer system, we thought it would be
appropriate to provide with this report with “Signals of Change”.
“Signals of Change” presents an interesting look at the changing system of volunteer emergency
services. It is excerpted from the document “Lighting the Path of Evolution, The Red Ribbon
Report, Leading the Transition in Volunteer and Combination Fire Departments”, a 2005
publication of the International Association of Fire Chiefs – Volunteer/Combination Officer
Section.
Indicators for change
A natural evolution for a volunteer department is the growth in needs for servicing and added
responsibilities as the demographics of the community change. When the system develops
problems, people generally know about them long before they are willing to admit that they need
serious attention. For fire department managers and local government leaders, it is critical that
they recognize the signs of problems ahead and prepare for change before it is forced on them by
external circumstances. It is helpful when they recognize these pointers to change:
Community Growth.
Community Aging..
Missed Calls.
Extended Response Times.
Reduced Staffing.
All of these situations indicate an inconsistency in a department’s ability to provide necessary
service, though not all are necessarily caused by a shortage of volunteer members. Staffing
deficits can be related to other factors, such as changes in local business and industry policies
1 International Association of Fire Chiefs – Volunteer/Combination Officer Section, “Lighting the Path of
Evolution, The Red Ribbon Report, Leading the Transition in Volunteer and Combination Fire Departments”,
IAFC-VCOS, Fairfax, VA, 2005, Pages 3-6.
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regarding employees leaving the workplace, the number of volunteers who are employed outside
their response areas, a lack of understanding on the part of new corporate managers of the
community’s needs, a tight labor market driven by rapid community growth, or even members’
apathy. Where workforce restrictions are at play in the community, they typically lead to daytime
response shortages and a significant challenge for the department.
Other Considerations. While employment issues tend to be the major factor in volunteer staffing
shortages, other factors also contribute. Decreased interest among members who fail to
participate could be the result of unreasonable community expectations, some problem with the
fire department’s internal requirements, or other organizational issues, such as:
 Responsibilities outpace capabilities.
 Inability to raise funds.
 Waning political support.
 Internal conflict.
 Officers filling lower operational positions.
 Mission creep.
 Controversy.
 Too many jobs, too little time.
 Kingdoms come first.
 Lack of budget support.
 Missed deadlines.
 Catastrophic losses.
 Volunteers priced out of the community.
 Demographic Changes.
When the time for change has come
Once a department recognizes there is a need for change, it must examine carefully both the
organization and the options available to it. It is essential that all members of the organization
identify the department’s mission and core values. Whether in the end the change is a revitalized
volunteer organization or a move to some type of paid or part-paid (combination) organization, a
careful articulation of core values is critical to the success of the organization. Those core values
must be incorporated and reinforced as employee strategies in new career positions and the core
values must be carried throughout the evolution process. If the members expect the organization
to be a mirror of what it once was, everyone must believe in and apply its core values. If you
expect to maintain big city services with small town pride, the organization must maintain the
focus on their core values and reinforce those values at every opportunity.
Once it is clear that change is necessary to preserve the department’s ability to engage in its core
mission, creating a paid staff is not necessarily the first option to consider. Having the answers to
a number of key questions may help resolve a department’s staffing issues.
Does the department have the right leadership?
Does the department offer benefits and incentives?
Are department membership standards appropriate?
Can you use diversification strategies?
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Trim the non-essentials.
These “Signals of Change” presented by the International Association of Fire Chief’s VolunteerCombination Officers Section, provide a sound basis for questions and concerns as one evaluates
its emergency service delivery system. This information is incorporated into the assessment
process for the Kennett Area. However it raises a long term consideration that must be addressed
by leadership of the community and the fire company. What is the potential value of
“regionalization”?
Overriding Considerations
 Service levels will be driven by:
o Demand
o Customer Expectations
o Demographics
 Even if volunteers provide some level of fire/EMS delivery, it is not a free service to the
municipality
 There is a cost and it may be as much as police coverage, more than you anticipate and
desire
 It is the municipality’s (PA Act 7 of 2008) to assure fire and EMS is provided to the
community
 Overall, the area has more fire and EMS equipment/capability than is found in similar
communities/areas nationwide
Customer Expectations
 When I call for service, I expect timely service from
competent people
 I don’t get where it comes from, what color it is, or whose
“territory” it is. I want Help!
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Main Recommendations
Governance and Management
 Develop an intergovernmental agreement to establish a formal administrative structure.
 The administrative structure should include representation from each municipality.
 Establish a fair funding formula, after three years, recalculate the formula based upon
data and modify the percentage contribution accordingly.
 Annually a budget will be prepared by the administrative organization.
 Long term planning will transcend elected officials and fire company officers.
Emergency Medical Services
 Current Status
o Two (2) providers at different levels of service
o Unit hour utilization rate and effect financial
performance of organization
 Recommended Action
o Single system provider of EMS
o Fire department based QRS for certain calls.
o Area wide approach to funding and service
delivery
o Power –shift and locate units based upon data
analysis and trends
o EMS will be on scene in 12 minutes, 90% of the
time, per county EMS guidelines
o Develop additional performance standards as the system matures
Fire & Rescue Service
 Current Status
o Three fire companies, operating
independently, competing for financial and
personnel resources locally
 Recommended Action
o Single delivery system integrating all three in
to a system of coordinated/complimentary service provision, maintaining
independent organization status
o Apparatus reduction
recommended
o Single set of standard
operational practices
o Performance goal which will
dictate practices:
 A fire engine with four (4)
qualified firefighters will be on
scene in 15 minutes, 80% of the
time.
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For a structure fire, fourteen (14) qualified firefighters will be on scene in
20 minutes, 90% of the time.
Equipment plan will be based on area service delivery, not by response
zone.
Response for a structure fire will be all three stations, involving three (3)
engines and one (1) ladder. Additional resources (apparatus) will be
utilized based on if the structure is a target hazard or if in a rural area
without an adequate municipal water supply.
Automatic aid will be utilized in locations within the Kennett area and will
include fire and EMS departments from outside the study area.
A capital replacement plan should be developed based upon a base
apparatus compliment.
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ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
(These are repeated in the appropriate section of the body of the report)

16-01

Develop a Service Delivery Statement which would indicate the types of services to be provided, the area to be covered, and the
delegation of authority to perform those services. This will also serve as the basis for development and implementation of a mission
statement, vision statement, and development of annual goals, objectives and funding requests. Consistent with the development of these
documents is a Standard of Response Cover for use in the Kennett Area as a method to define a service expectation the community will
accept. This will also serve as a benchmark to determine when and where career staff is needed for firefighting services. Examples of these
draft statements (Mission, Vision, and Service Delivery Statement/Standard of Cover are provided within this report).

16-02

Develop an area-wide procedure/guideline to strategically manage emergency operations which clearly defines a process for emergency
response personnel and officers to use, regardless of when officers arrive and what stage the emergency is in. (Example provided in
Appendix 3)

16-03

A standardized approach to incident reporting should be established with each fire company and the emergency medical service providing
computerized monthly statistical information to the Kennett Area Administrative Organization for consolidation into a monthly report on fire
and EMS activities within the area. This will enable the area to demonstrate the need for expending funds for fire and EMS provision and
provide data for analysis of developing fire and EMS situations within the area. This should be part of a more comprehensive information
technology policy for all facets of the Fire and EMS system. The overall IT function should work within the current Chester County CAD
function and support all aspects of the organization, including: a. fire inspection management and record keeping, b. pre-emergency
planning, c. building maintenance, d. incident reporting, e. training information, f. training programs, and g. emergency response.

16-04

Develop an area-wide annual report for consolidated service delivery provided to the Elected Officials, including a projected costs savings
to the taxpayers, through the utilization of the National Volunteer Fire Council’s “Volunteer Fire Service Cost Savings Model”, available at
www.nvfc.org.

16-05

Annually, a visual inspection of each property should be conducted, by the organization. In addition, every five years inspections should be
done by qualified technicians on: a. Roof system and drain system, b. Plumbing, c. Electrical, d. HVAC, and e. Overhead doors.

16-06

A process for determining replacement of fire apparatus needs to be implemented. An evaluation tool is provided which should be
completed for each piece of apparatus in the fleet. This will help determine potential longevity of the apparatus as well as help in
determining financing options. Going forward all apparatus should continue to be standardized in specification and equipment, e.g. 1500
GPM pumps.

16-07

Jointly develop Standard Operating Procedures/Guidelines, using the proposed procedure format and develop a prioritization for
development and revision, using the information provided in this section as a guideline. Efforts should be made to develop area-wide
SOG’s to enable consistent training, consistent performance expectations and enhanced safety for fire companies operating in an automatic
aid deployment system.

16-08

The identified policies for “Whistleblower” and Conflict of Interest should be implemented.

16-09

The fire companies should utilize the CO-STARS group purchasing program to gain efficiency and cost reduction in purchasing products
for the organization.

16-10

Designate a single provider of emergency medical services.

16-11

Develop and implement a comprehensive approach to the recruitment and retention of an adequate volunteer force of competent fire and
rescue service personnel. Coupled with this should be minimal criteria for membership.

16-12

Develop a standardized set of data and documents to be maintained for each member, by each company. This should include, as a
minimum, an application, physician’s release to perform firefighter duties, computerizing the training information, driver license, working
papers, etc., as deemed appropriate. Sample information and forms are provided in VFIS safety and management forms which are
forwarded under separate cover.

16-13

Develop a plan with a goal to assure a minimum level of staffing will be achieved. This can be by automatic aid planning, duty crew,
municipal employee response, or “live-in” status. The decision relies solely upon the staff and officers as to what type of system they will be
comfortable with.

16-14

A plan should be developed and implemented to obtain physical examinations of all members on a periodic basis to assure the well-being
of members, consistent with various national standards.

16-15

Interagency training and standard operating guidelines sharing should be implemented to enhance operational effectiveness and safety.
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Assumptions and Current Trends
Any conceptual project begins with a set of assumptions and analysis of current trends within the
industry. This project is no exception. There were four (4) basic assumptions established prior to
the assessment and development of a report for this study. The assumptions included:
 The desire is to maintain a volunteer/combination system to deliver cost effective
emergency medical, fire and rescue services as long as possible.
 Nationally recognized standards would be used as the baselines for any recommended
changes in operations.
 Programs, best practices policies, guidelines, etc. recommended for use, should be
recognized as successful programs, best practices policies, guidelines, etc. in other
volunteer fire and rescue service agencies.
 Time was taken to compare the individual departments within the county to fire services
in similar sized communities around the Unites States.
A national study was conducted by the National Fire Protection Association entitled
“U.S. Fire Department Profile through 2014”, printed in 2016, measured service
provision in several key areas. These are compared in the following chart.2
Structure of Fire Departments
Type
Department
Total Departments
All career
Mostly career
Mostly volunteer
All Volunteer

0 to 2,500
population
14,150
0.6%
0.9%
5.3%
93.3%

2,500 to 4,999
population
5,648
1.7%
1.7%
25.6%
71.0%

5,000 to 9,999
population
4,384
5.5%
9.4%
38.4%
46.7%

While we were not able to determine the age range of members of the department, each agency
can compare themselves to national data as follows:
Percent Firefighters Age per Population Bracket
Type
Department
Under 30
30 – 39
40 – 49
50 +

0 to 2,500
population
22.9%
25.1%
21.0%
31.0%

2,500 to 4,999
population
29.1%
25.5%
22.1%
21.0%

5,000 to 9,999
population
29.9%
26.2%
21.5%
22.5%

Career Firefighter per 100 People Nationwide
Type Department
0 To 2,500
2,500 to 4,999
5,000 to 9,999

2

Average
.079
2.73
5.02

Hylton J.G. Haynes, “U.S. Fire Department – Through 2014”, NFPA, Quincy, MA, 2016, 44 pages.
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A national comparison suggests that the Kennett Area has more equipment, staffing and
capabilities than most areas of comparable size. However, due to sheer size of the area (square
miles) resources are more concentrated in the primary populated area than spread throughout the
area.
This is corroborated in the Insurance Service Offices rating system, through the use of the 4Y
and 5Y grading’s.
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Management & Governance/Administrative Structure
During consultant interviews with the local government officials it became clearly apparent that
communication with the fire companies has been problematic. The leadership of the fire
companies does meet with the local officials but there has been concern regarding the accuracy
of operational and financial data. The local government officials have a general lack of
knowledge of fire and EMS system standards.
The fire companies have experienced increasing cost of operations and capital equipment,
decreasing volunteers, increased service requests and increasing call volume. To maintain the
relationship between the local government and the fire companies, the leadership of the fire
companies is forced to meet with numerous local governments in an attempt to secure adequate
funding.
We are recommending an administrative organization be established by the local governments
and used to address current and future emergency services issues. The local governments would
delegate their current fire and emergency medical services responsibility to the administrative
organization. The organization would work to ensure a sustainable equable system.
We are not recommending a merger, consolidation, or elimination of the current fire company
structure. However we do feel that one emergency medical services organization can adequately
service the area.
The administrative structure can take the form of a Commission or Authority. The mission of the
organization would establish and monitor performance standards for response times and staffing.
Additionally the organization would consolidate all government related system finances. The
organization would develop and monitor operating and capital budgets. Based on the system
apparatus plan, the organization would fully fund a basic apparatus compliment. The
organization would also conduct strategic planning.
The local governments would legally establish the organization and appoint members to the
governing board. One or two representatives from each local government would be appointed.
The organization would establish bylaws and operating procedures.
It is important to understand the complexity of modern emergency services. We are
recommending that the organization hire a professional administrator. The administrator would
be the main point of contact for each Fire Company and emergency medical services
organization. This position may start as part time and could evolve to full time as the system
evolves.
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Example of an Administrative Structure

Process to Establish an Administrative Organization
1. Draft an intergovernmental cooperation agreement.
2. Develop organizational by-laws and operating procedures.
3. Municipalities approve and delegate emergency services responsibility to the
organization.
4. Municipalities select and appoint representatives to the organization.
5. Identify organization administrative support.
6. Establish meeting schedules.
7. Establish organizational committees.
8. Establish formal goals and objectives for the first year of operation.
a. Example of first year goals
i. Conduct a strategic plan
ii. Develop an emergency services budget
iii. Develop a budget planning process for the fire companies
iv. Develop methods of financial and operational reporting
v. Establish system data collection method
vi. Establish performance standards and joint policies and procedures
b. Example of second year goals
i. Detailed review of Emergency Medical Services
ii. Emergency Medical Services RFP
iii. Develop in cooperation with fire companies an apparatus plan
The current system is comprised of three (3) volunteer/combination fire departments providing
services to the townships and boroughs within the boundaries of the predefined municipalities
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known as the Kennett area. In addition to this service area, the Po-Mar-Lin Fire Company
provides service to West Marlborough Township. The Township provides the fire company
$4,500 per year for service.
The management and governance of each volunteer/combination fire company is left to each
agency and is found to vary based upon the era of incorporation/chartering as a fire department
and the operational/business needs of each agency; as they remain independent agencies. They
range from what could be considered moderate size/rural fire companies to major suburban
combination fire department business models.
As noted earlier, the fire companies and their staff do their best to provide emergency response
services to the community. The lack of significant major loss events and very few service
complaints are a tribute to the performance of the organization as a whole.
There was no requirement identified that service agreements or contracts or ordinance exist to
provide for fire and emergency medical services.
There is no established mission or vision statement for the area (nor would one be expected).
This makes it difficult for the fire companies to understand and work toward what services are
expected from them, and for the public to understand what services are available to them, for the
funding they provide.
A draft of a proposed mission statement and vision statement is provided as follows:
VISION STATEMENT
(Proposed draft for review, agreement and revision)
The Kennett Region EMS and Fire Services provide a state of the art
emergency medical, fire and rescue service to the people through the services
of dedicated fire and EMS agencies with superior leadership, training, and
technology that fosters a climate of openness, trust, and diversity that
recognizes the achievement of people working together.
MISSION STATEMENT
(Proposed draft for review, agreement, and revision)
The mission of Fire, Rescue and Emergency Medical Services in the Kennett
area is to minimize the loss of life and property through effective and efficient
response capability to natural and man-made emergencies through planning,
prevention through public education, pre-emergency assessment, and the
effective use of human resources, technology, and equipment when needed.”
Each Fire/EMS agency has mission/vision statements. Some were written and posted; some were
simply the department “motto”. There was recognition that mission statements provide a
message from leadership on the expected performance today and in the future for the
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organization. Each agency should continue to pursue establishment of a mission/vision,
consistent with that for area-wide fire and emergency medical services.
Integral to these operations are defined procedures for:
a. Officer qualifications and incident command
b. Apparatus response procedures
c. EMS, firefighter and officer training
d. Standard of cover/service delivery statement which are addressed in appropriate sections
later in this report.
The issue of a Service Delivery is best quantified via a “Service Delivery Statement or Standard
of Response Cover”. Based upon an analysis of the information and data presented to the project
team and subsequently discussed with the Chief Officers of the fire departments, the following
Service Delivery Statement is recommended for consideration of adoption in the Kennett area.
This is consistent with the current delivery of service to the community.

SERVICE DELIVERY STATEMENT
STANDARD OF RESPONSE COVER
(Proposed draft for review, agreement, and revision)
Fire department response to a structure fire or rescue in the Kennett area
will be provided by the fire service responding within 4 minutes of dispatch
and be on scene with one piece of fire apparatus in 15 minutes, with a crew of
4 qualified members, 80 percent of the time.
For emergency medical incidents, a response will occur within 4 minute(s),
by a crew of two (2) capable of preforming advanced life support services
and be on-scene in 12 minutes, 90 percent of the time.

Management information is maintained at the discretion of each fire company. An overall
approach to Information Management was not clear, but should include monthly reporting of
incidents responded to within the each municipality, injuries and damage sustained, personnel
and companies who responded, and related activities conducted. This type of data is necessary
for appropriate public safety analysis and planning by the elected officials.
In general, the fire companies indicated training as a hallmark of their performance, individual
staff development, and value to the community. The consistent record of performance would
validate that the companies integrated training within their operational activities. However, based
on the documentation provided and the responses to questions during site visits, it is clear that
the overall approach to training and development of standard operating guidelines needs
refinement to truly be effective over the long term. A suggested model for comprehensive
training and resultant officer qualifications is provided later in this report. It should be used as a
baseline for discussions to develop the ultimate model for use in the area. While standard
operating guidelines are in place and others are being developed, an overriding guideline for
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strategically operating at incidents should be developed to provide both a risk management and
overriding philosophical approach to the management of emergencies.
The most significant issue observed by the project team was the staffing and deployment method
currently in use. The various fire departments have developed response method to meet the needs
of the area, but remain a “fragile” deployment system due to the limited staffing, and deployment
from multiple stations. Each of these situations needs to be evaluated to assure that closest
stations are responding as appropriate. When an emergency occurs, the victim does not care
about the color of the vehicle or the community it responds from, it wants the closest unit
that will get there the quickest.

RECOMMENDATIONS (as noted in the Executive Summary)

16-01

Develop a Service Delivery Statement which would indicate the types of services to be provided, the area to be covered, and the
delegation of authority to perform those services. This will also serve as the basis for development and implementation of a mission
statement, vision statement, and development of annual goals, objectives and funding requests. Consistent with the development of these
documents is a Standard of Response Cover for use in the Kennett Area as a method to define a service expectation the community will
accept. This will also serve as a benchmark to determine when and where career staff is needed for firefighting services. Examples of these
draft statements (Mission, Vision, and Service Delivery Statement/Standard of Cover are provided within this report).

16-02

Develop an area-wide procedure/guideline to strategically manage emergency operations which clearly defines a process for emergency
response personnel and officers to use, regardless of when officers arrive and what stage the emergency is in. (Example provided in
Appendix 3)

16-03

A standardized approach to incident reporting should be established with each fire company and the emergency medical service providing
computerized monthly statistical information to the Kennett Area Administrative Organization for consolidation into a monthly report on fire
and EMS activities within the area. This will enable the area to demonstrate the need for expending funds for fire and EMS provision and
provide data for analysis of developing fire and EMS situations within the area. This should be part of a more comprehensive information
technology policy for all facets of the Fire and EMS system. The overall IT function should work within the current Chester County CAD
function and support all aspects of the organization, including: a. fire inspection management and record keeping, b. pre-emergency
planning, c. building maintenance, d. incident reporting, e. training information, f. training programs, and g. emergency response.

16-04

Develop an area-wide annual report for consolidated service delivery provided to the Elected Officials, including a projected costs savings
to the taxpayers, through the utilization of the National Volunteer Fire Council’s “Volunteer Fire Service Cost Savings Model”, available at
www.nvfc.org.
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Standard of Cover (SOC), Response Times and
Station Locations
One of the analytical models which was part of this review process involves an evaluation of
station location in proximity to the location and types of calls for assistance. A study such as this
can determine where additional stations should be located to meet service delivery demands.
Using a standard model advanced by the Insurance Services Office for basic station location
analysis, the Kennett area was found to have unique locations for several reasons.
The Insurance Services Office process uses the approach for response time that road distance
criteria for engines (1.5 miles), ladders (2.5 miles) with a maximum distance (5 miles) translates
into response time. The distances are based on a formula developed years ago by the RAND
institute and uses the equation:
T = 0.65 + 1.7D
T = travel time in minutes
D = distance in miles
The formula is based on an average 35 mph road speed, which is quite realistic for most areas
considering road conditions and type, weather, intersections, traffic, etc. Mathematically, this
converts to engines 3.2 minutes, ladders 4.9 minutes, and a maximum response distance of 9.15
minutes. It is easy to see that times much greater than these are pushing the limits of the fire
department's ability to successfully control a fire (especially considering that these are only
travel times, not dispatch and turnout time etc). It is very easy to see why for most states the
Insurance Services Office has a maximum 5 road mile distance for which a protected class (class
1 through 9) will apply. Anything over 5 road miles is almost a known higher loss and insurance
industry data supports that.
Following are maps illustrating 1.5 mile response areas from each fire station and 2.5 mile
response areas from the Kennett Borough and Longwood fire stations. A third map illustrates
areas beyond 5 mile road travel distance from each of the three stations.
Unfortunately the response time data provided was limited in analysis, based upon that data
collected and provided by, Chester County’s 911 Center While there is a large amount of data in
the files that pertain to the calls and apparatus activity, every piece of apparatus that responded to
each call is not accounted for. We therefore were unable to definitively determine response times
for any unit other than the first unit recorded as at-scene.
What is not known for each call is:
 The response times for latter-due units
 How many units from each jurisdiction responded other than the first unit to arrive at
scene
 The municipality (telephone exchange from where call was received) for each
response is captured in 911 center data but not responding fire department
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By extension, what we could not report on was:






Concentration (how many units were committed and for how long)
Availability (how often a unit and/or department was not available to respond to a
call)
Committed times for latter-due units
Units cancelled in-route other than the first from each jurisdiction
Travel times of latter-due units

What we could report on was:
 Call volume by city, hour of day, day of week, month, year and call type
 Committed times for first unit from each department at scene
 Turnout times or first unit from each department at scene
 Turnout times for first department unit at-scene by hour of day, day of week, call type
 Travel times for first department unit at-scene (with unit identified)
 Travel times for first department at-scene units by hour of day, day of week, call type
 Response times for first department unit at-scene (with unit identified)
 Response times for first department at-scene units by hour of day, day of week, call
type
 Mutual aid provided (first unit only)
 Department response times
The NFPA Status and County EMS requirements correlate to the following guidelines on
standard of cover. While there is no mandate to use this criteria it does serve as a hypothetical
model to consider while each community or county develops its specific standard of cover.
Demand Zone
Special Risk
Urban
Suburban
Rural
Remote

Demographics

Staffing &
Response Time

Percentage

AHJ

AHJ

90%

>1000 population per
square mile
500 to 1000 population per
square mile
<500 population per square
mile

15/9
Persons/minutes
10/10
Persons/minutes
6/4
Persons/minutes
4
persons

Travel distance 8 miles

90%
80%
80%

Based on an average of data received from the dispatch center, countywide SOC’s were
determined and found to be as follows; for the first arriving emergency unit.
Municipality
East Marlborough
Kennett Borough
Kennett Township
Newlin Township
Pennsbury Township
Pocopson Township

EMS
7 minutes, 34 seconds
6 minutes, 4 seconds
7 minutes, 43 seconds
14 minutes, 16 seconds
9 minutes, 36 seconds
10 minutes, 40 seconds
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Fire/Rescue
8 minutes, 52 seconds
6 minutes, 23 seconds
8 minutes, 13 seconds
11 minutes, 52 seconds
9 minutes, 43 seconds
10 minutes, 22 seconds
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Average EMS Response Time

16
14
12
10
8

6
4
2
0
EMS

Newlin

Pocopson

Pennsbury

Kennett Twp

14.16

10.4

9.36

7.43

East
Marlborough
7.34

Kennett
Borough
6.04

Average Fire Response Time
12
10
8

6
4
2
0
Fire

Newlin

Pocopson

Pennsbury

11.52

10.22

9.43
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East
Kennett Twp
Marlborough
8.52
8.13

Kennett
Borough
6.23
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Service Demand
This graph represents the percentage of all calls by municipality as serviced by the Longwood,
Kennett and Po-Mar-Lin Volunteer Fire Companies.

Total Calls 2015
Kennett Fire Company
Longwood Fire Company
Po-Mar-Lin Fire Company

EMS
1,014
2,411
-
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Fire
352
619
285
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1.5 Mile Response Map – Engines
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2.5 Mile Response Map – Aerials
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Insurance Services Office (ISO) Ratings
The Insurance Services office provides periodic reviews of municipal fire suppression capability
for the purpose of insurance rate making. The most recent report for each community was
reviewed as part of this project. The summary information is provided in this section and referred
to throughout this report. Rated segments exist on the following spreadsheet. Content reviewed
for each section includes:
RECEIVING AND HANDLING ALARMS (COUNTYWIDE)
 Credit for Emergency Reporting
o This item reviews the facilities provided for the public to report fires, including
the listing of fire and business numbers in the telephone directory
 Credit for Telecommunications
o This item reviews the number of operators, on duty, at the communication center
to handle the calls
 Credit for Dispatch Circuits
o This item reviews the dispatch circuit facilities used to transmit alarms to fire
department members
FIRE DEPARTMENT
 Credit for Engine Companies
o This item reviews the number of engine companies and the hose and equipment
carried
 Credit for Reserve Pumpers
o This item reviews the number of reserve pumpers and the equipment carried on
each
 Credit for Pumper Capacity
o This item reviews the total available pump capacity
 Credit for Ladder Service-Service Companies
o This item reviews the number of ladder and service companies and the equipment
carried
 Credit for Reserve Ladder and Service Trucks
o This item reviews the number of reserve ladder and service trucks and the
equipment carried
 Credit for Deployment Analysis
o This item reviews percent of the built upon area of the community within 1.5
miles and a ladder-service company within 2.5 miles
 Credit for Company Personnel
o This item reviews the training facilities and their use
 Credit for Training
o This item reviews the training facilities and their use
 Credit for Operation Considerations
o This item reviews operational practices of the fire department
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WATER SUPPLY
 Credit for Supply System
o This item reviews the supply works, the main capacity and hydrant distribution
 Credit for Hydrants
o This item reviews the type of hydrants and method of installation
 Credit for Inspection and Condition of Hydrants
o This item reviews the frequency of inspections of hydrants and their condition
COMMUNITY RISK REDUCTION
 Credit for Community Risk Reduction
o This item reviews fire prevention and code enforcement
The attached illustration provides a summary of each municipality’s Insurance Services Office
community rating (by individual component and by summary).
There are items of note as follows:
 The highest individual community fire flow is 3,000 gallons per minute required. This
can typically be supplied by a maximum of three pumpers. A regionalized approach to
fire protection may offer a reduction in fire apparatus and related capital expenditures.
 Each community is rated low (negative result) on staffing. A regionalized approach to
response may offer an improvement in this category and realistically offer a more
sustainable response.
 The credit for deployment analysis is considered low (negative impact). This is due to the
square mileage of the area and the fact that there are only three fire stations. There is no
practical reason to address this issue at this time.
 Training, pre-planning and related activities are rated low (negative impact). Actual preplanning task, structured training to meet ISO requirements and enhanced recordkeeping
will improve this rating. Appropriate recommendations are mad elsewhere in this report.
This information supports the concept of a regionalized approach to providing emergency
medical services and fire/rescue protection.

RECOMMENDATIONS
None
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Receiving and Handling Fire Alarms
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Risk Analysis – Target Hazards
The Kennett area was found to be no different than any other community in America, when it comes to a
discussion of its nature – meaning the community is constantly changing. Buildings are constantly being
built, traffic is constantly moving, commerce continues to occur, and people are born and die. As a result,
risk changes and the approach to managing those risks must change with them.
Emergency Service Organizations (ESOs) must expand their use of fundamental assessment and planning
efforts to assure they can meet future demands. This is defined as the process used to identify the
community’s fire protection and other emergency service needs in order to identify potential goals and
objectives. The fire companies have a basic source of data and information in order to logically and
rationally define the organization’s mission. The end result of the process is to establish a long-range
general strategy of the operation of the system. You achieve this goal by:
1. Documenting is characterized by collecting historical data and instituting a process by which
risks are defined and potential organizational goals and objectives are established.
2. The fire/EMS companies can then assess the nature and magnitude of the hazards within its
jurisdiction, with each significant event categorized and listed, to permit future analysis and study
in determining standards of coverage and related services.
3. The fire/EMS companies next assesses the nature and magnitude of other hazards and risks within
its jurisdiction and identifies appropriate strategies, methods of operation, and resource allocation
required to mitigate potential emergencies.
4. Finally, the result is a “strategic” or other form of long-term (typically three to five years into the
future) planning process that, along with a budget, is guiding the activities of the organization.
5. The plan is then submitted to the appropriate authority having jurisdiction (Kennett Area
Fire/EMS Organization) for review and implementation.
The coordination of these actions creates a plan.
A basic risk analysis of the township was conducted. The areas were found to be quite diverse in hazards
and thus associated risk. Typically, an area is evaluated based on the following factors:
 Exposures/occupancy (e.g. manufacturing, residential)
 Fire response experience
 Water Supply deficiency
 High Life Hazards (e.g. nursing homes, schools, conflagration potential, high population density).
In general, the risks are considered to be routine involving single and multi-family dwellings, businesses,
light industrial, farms, and educational facilities; including:

Schools
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Open Spaces
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Single Family Dwellings

Multi Family Dwellings

Senior Living Facilities

Farms

Railroad Risks

Kennett Area Conceptual EMS/Fire Delivery Model

Row Structures

Longwood Gardens

Bolton Center

Limited Access Highway
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RISKS/TARGET HAZARDS IDENTIFIED BY FIRE COMPANY
Schedule and Plan for Kennett Area Target Hazards Priority List
 Some buildings that have been “pre-planned”
The target hazards include:
 Farms
 School facilities
 Apartments
 Row type structures, commercial occupancies, shopping centers
 Hotels
 Senior living facilities
 Large area structures, including factory type buildings, cold storage warehouses, public venues
 High Risk structures
 Hazardous Materials sites/SARA Title III sites
 High speed, limited access highways
 Rail Road Use
 Vacant buildings
Area-wide, there are several key points identified as a result of this portion of the analysis:
1. While hazards are not considered “unique”, they are hazards and risks that require appropriate
types of response, equipment and performance capability in order to adequately manage the risk
posed. This means, that staffing, fire apparatus, specialized equipment in some cases, and water
supply is necessary and must be provided in a timely fashion if there is an expectation of minimal
damage to the risk.
2. There is a limited level of built-in fire protection in older structures – fire detection, fire alarm,
fire suppression – which results in fires of greater size before human detection, which then results
in greater damage and more reliance upon manual fire suppression actions (fire department)
which requires more water supply.
3. Given some areas have less than adequate water supply (per ISO data), this creates a greater
emphasis on the need for provision of water at fire scenes by alternative water sources in those
areas. These operations require time to establish, which is in direct relation to fire growth; that is
the longer it takes to get water onto the fire in the proper fashion, the greater the size of the fire.
In summary, when a fire occurs, there must be a sufficient amount of water applied with the right
type of equipment and staff to actually suppress the fire. If there is no early warning (e.g. smoke
detectors) or early suppression efforts (e.g. automatic fire sprinklers), the application of water by
the fire department is critical in quick fashion to manage any loss. Without early detection, most
fires will achieve flashover (actual fire involvement) of the structure and the efforts of the fire
department, while admirable, typically result in partial saving of the structure at best.
For maximum credit in the ISO Schedule, pre-fire planning inspections of each commercial, industrial,
institutional and other similar-type building should be made twice a year by company members. Records
of the inspections should include complete and up-to-date notes and sketches.
A specific approach to dealing with target risks is provided. The local governments and Fire Companies
should continue its process of conducting and updating pre-plans and placing them in the computer data
base.
RECOMMENDATIONS
None
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Facilities
The facilities were evaluated to consider suitability and growth opportunities within the response district.
The fire station conditions were rated subjectively, based on housekeeping, size of apparatus bays,
existence of detection and suppression equipment ramp size, building maintenance and interior traffic
conditions. Facilities are rated as follows:

Longwood Volunteer Fire Company

Year
Built
1954
1977
1993

Vehicle
Exhaust

Emergency
Generator

Inspection

Fire
Sprinklers

Fire
Detection

Condition

Yes

Yes but very
limited

Yes

No

Yes

Poor

Kennett Volunteer Fire Company

Year
Built
1979

Vehicle
Exhaust
Yes

Emergency
Generator
Yes

Inspection
Yes
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Fire
Sprinklers
No

Fire
Detection
Yes

Condition
Good
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Po-Mar-Lin Volunteer Fire Company

Year
Built
20042005

Vehicle
Exhaust

Emergency
Generator

Inspection

Fire
Sprinklers

Fire
Detection

Condition

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Very Good

Stations are rated as very good to poor, due to age, size, general condition and compatibility for future
operations. All stations are provided with vehicle exhaust capability.
A review of structures was also conducted for critical areas such as basic construction, maintenance and
safety.
Paid staff at Longwood and Kennett checks on and report any obvious facility issues. Local contractors
provide services as needed.
The companies should assure that maintenance agreements are in place for major service equipment, e.g.
back-up generators and HVAC systems, as a minimum. These systems are critical to sustaining
operational use of the stations. Consistent with this, there should be routine assessments conducted of
electrical, plumbing and roofing systems. No formal recommendation is being made as these practices
should be simply integrated into routine maintenance practices of each company.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

16-05

Annually, a visual inspection of each property should be conducted, by the organization. In addition, every five years inspections should be
done by qualified technicians on: a. Roof system and drain system, b. Plumbing, c. Electrical, d. HVAC, and e. Overhead doors.
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Apparatus
The purpose of this project was to assure that the minimum apparatus needs of the area, as
defined by risk evaluations conducted to date, are provided for and in adequate functioning and
reliable condition.
The individual fire companies and paid staff have been provided the equipment to meet the
actual demands being placed upon the companies (water for fire suppression), with secondary
needs (threat/hazard based). The companies were was found to have purchased quality built fire
apparatus and properly maintain the equipment.
All new apparatus is purchased by the Fire Companies, individually. Thus the replacement plan
developed and documented has an assumption that allocated tax dollars and donations would
fund the apparatus.
Critical to the longevity, service ability, functional ability, and reliability is the maintenance of
the apparatus. The apparatus in service today are in good repair with just a few pieces of
equipment considered nearing its functional performance life. There are a couple of fundamental
decisions that have to be made with regard to replacing fire apparatus. These decisions include
“what warrants replacement”:
 Age alone
 Age coupled with level of performance, or performance only
The apparatus available for use in the Kennett area was found to be on a service/maintenance
program, typically through a manufacturer’s representative (if the apparatus is still under
warranty), or by a reputable regional fire apparatus maintenance firm. File information found
that the maintenance is conducted and appropriate records are maintained by the district
administrator.
A review of the Insurance Services Office (ISO) reports found that annual fire pump tests were
meeting their requirements, but there are some equipment gaps Fire pumps and aerial devices are
inspected/tested annually. Hose and ground ladder testing is conducted annually as well.
To assure the companies can maintain currency with ISO required equipment expectations,
copies of documents indicating ISO required equipment and equivalencies will be provided
under separate cover.
As was noted in the Insurance Service Office and Assumptions evaluation, the type and number
of vehicles is more than required and is more than would normally be found in similar size
communities.
A process to validate the need to replace apparatus along with funding capital expenses needs to
be developed and implemented. Within this section of the report is a tool to be used to assess
apparatus for replacement.
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Longwood Fire Company
Unit

Type

Year

Manufacturer

Pump
Size
(GPM)

Tank Size
(Gallons)

Engine 25-1

Engine

2012

Pierce Arrow XT

2000

Engine 25-2

Engine

2015

Pierce Arrow XT

2000

Rescue 25
Ladder 25

Rescue
Truck

2016
2005

Pierce Arrow XT
Pierce Quantum 75’

2000

Brush 25

Brush

2008

Ford F-350

200

Traffic 25
Tanker 25

Utility
Tanker

2008
1999

Ford F-350
Mack/New Lexington

1500

750/30 Class
B Foam
750/30 Class
B Foam
400
150/8 Foam
Skid
3000

ATV 25

ATV

2013

Polaris

-

-

Boat 25

Boat

2008

Zodiac

-

-

Duty 25-1
Duty 25-2
Medic 25

Command
Command
Medic

2009
2012
2012

Ford Expedition
Chevrolet Tahoe
Chevrolet Tahoe

-

-

Utility 25

Utility

2012

Ford F350

-

-

EMS 25-1
EMS 25-2
EMS 25-3

Ambulance
Ambulance
Ambulance

2012
2012
2007

International Horton
International Horton
Ford F450 Horton

-

-
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Comment Condition
Very Good
Excellent
Excellent
Good
Good
Fair
Fair-Poor
Very Good – Medtek
Medical Tsp/Brush Skid
Good – 12’3” Chamber
Inflatable
Good
Good
Very Good – ALS Chase
Personnel Carrier/Prime
Mover for Boats/ ATV
Poor-Fair – ALS/BLS
Poor-Fair – ALS/BLS
Fair – ALS/BLS
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Kennett Fire Company
Unit

Type

Year

Manufacturer

Pump
Size
(GPM)

Tank Size
(Gallons)

2000
-

1000/30 Class
A&B
1000/30 Class
A&B
95’ Mid
Mount
3000
250

Ford F450

-

-

2015

GMC 3500

-

-

Boat
Boat

2005
2005

Avon Inflatable
Avon Inflatable

-

-

ATV 24

ATV

2012

Polaris 6x6 Ranger

-

-

Ambulance 24-1
Ambulance 24-2
Duty Vehicle

Ambulance
Ambulance
Command

2014
2003
2008

Ford – Horton
Ford – Horton
Ford Expedition

-

-

Engine 24-1

Rescue Engine

2004

Rosenbauer

1000

Engine 24-2

Rescue Engine

2004

Rosenbauer

1000

Tower 24

Truck

2016

Pierce

Tanker 24
Brush 24

Tanker
Brush

2013
1989

Kenworth-US Tanker
Ford F350

Squad 24

Utility

2008

Utility 24

Utility

Boat 24-1
Boat 24-2
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Comment Condition
Good
Good
Excellent
Excellent
Poor-Fair
Excellent – Personnel
Carrier/ Mover for
Boats/ATV
Good – Personnel
Carrier/ Mover for
Boats/ATV
Fair
Fair
Excellent – Brush &
Medical Skid
Excellent - BLS
Poor-Fair – BLS
Fair
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Po-Mar-Lin Fire Company
Unit

Type

Year

Engine 36
Rescue 36
Tanker 36
TAC
Utility 36
ATV 36
Squad 36
Command 36

Engine
Engine /Rescue
Tanker
Brush
Utility
ATV
Command
Command

2009
2005
2003
1999
2015
2007
2004
2015

Manufacturer
Pierce Quantum
Pierce Quantum
Peterbilt 4-Guys
Ford/4-Guys
GMC 3500HD
John Deere Gator
Ford Expedition
Chevrolet Tahoe
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Pump
Size
(GPM)
1500
2000
2000
500
-

Tank Size
(Gallon)

Comment Condition

750
1000
3000
250
70
-

Good
Good
Good
Replacement 2016
Excellent
Very Good
Poor-Fair
Excellent
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VEHICLE ASSESSMENT
(Conducted every 3 years for first 9 years and annually thereafter)
Unit # ____________________________________

Date __________________________________

Vehicle _____________________________________ VIN __________________________________

Vehicle Component

Rating*

Engine

_____

Chassis

_____

Transmission

_____

Axles

_____

Electrical

_____

Pump

_____

Tank

_____

Steering

_____

Body

_____

Aerial Device

_____

Adversely Affects State Inspection

Ability to access parts
& readily repair vehicle _____

Comments __________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Projected Life

_____ Years

Signed ____________________________ EVT

*Rating Definition:

1 = works well, no problems
2 = any problems resolved by routine maintenance
3 = problem is manageable
4 = major repair required in next 12 months, costing over $5,000
5 = not functional
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The project team recommends the three fire companies operate jointly as fire responders; with
one single EMS agency handling EMS responsibilities and all fire stations providing support to
EMS. The project team suggests the following apparatus complement:
Unit Type
Rescue Pumper
Quint
Tanker-Pumper
Rescue
Brush
TAC
ATV
Utility
Duty Command
Ambulance
Medic Command/Chase
Boat

Longwood
1
1
1
1
1

Kennett
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

Po-Mar-Lin
1

EMS

1
1
1
1
1
4
1

1

1

One (1) reserve engine would be provided which would be the most recent engine replaced.

RECOMMENDATIONS

16-06

A process for determining replacement of fire apparatus needs to be implemented. An evaluation tool is provided which should be
completed for each piece of apparatus in the fleet. This will help determine potential longevity of the apparatus as well as help in
determining financing options. Going forward all apparatus should continue to be standardized in specification and equipment, e.g. 1500
GPM pumps.
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Standard Operating Guidelines
In today's society it is essential that all emergency service organizations develop, adopt, and
implement standard operating procedures and guidelines. The principal of public kindness is no
longer acceptable practice. Concepts, such as sovereign immunity (individual versus
government) have been significantly limited and narrowed by the courts.
Many of the federal, state, and provincial laws allow for suits against individual leaders of
emergency service organizations. Terms such as "duty of care," "breach of omission or
commission," and "joint and several liability" are entering the vocabulary of emergency service
personnel.
One important way to prepare for this challenge is to develop, adopt, and implement a
comprehensive set of Standard Operating Procedures/Standard Operating Guidelines
(SOP/SOGs.)3. Standard Operating Procedures/Standard Operating Guidelines are a fundamental
safety practice, not only for emergency services, but business and industry as well.
Within the Kennett area, there are State EMS Protocols, Longwood Volunteer Fire Company,
Kennett Volunteer Fire Company SOGs, and Po-Mar-Lin Volunteer Fire Company SOGs being
utilized. A summary of what SOG is in place by which agency is provided within this section of
the report.
During the process of compiling SOP/SOGs, the difference between these varied documents may
become blurred. For instance, often the distinction between policy and procedure do not seem so
clear. Policy is different from a SOP/SOG. All procedures and guidelines are based on an overriding policy. Policy should be viewed as the attitude, philosophy and intent of top management
to the organization’s personnel. It provides a framework and guidance to organization personnel
in making decisions. To aid in the development of SOP/SOGs, understanding specific definitions
of terms is essential.4
It is understood that the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ), in this case it would be the
proposed administrative organization, that is responsible for granting approval or designating
that responsibility for Standard Operating Procedures/Guidelines. There should be a process
implemented to grant authority and responsibility for routine operational procedures and tasks,
following a process that requires member input, staff development and finalization. Policy issues
and administrative issues shall remain under the clear control, authority and responsibility of the
Kennett area.
A review of the Standard Operating Guidelines in place found there to be a basic compilation of
documents. However, some of the “guidelines” are more statements than true SOGs.
One set of Standard Operating Guidelines should be implemental using the hierarchy of state,
county, municipal, to Fire Company. Any station procedures/guidelines should be incorporated

3
4

Developing and Implementing SOP and SOG for Emergency Service Organizations, VFIS, York, PA 2001, Page 2.
Ibid, Page 9
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as a fire company guideline. In addition several “Appendix” items need to be integrated into
SOG’s.
The project team found that there are no company processes in place to develop, implement and
monitor the standard operating procedures. The format that is generally found to be effective
including the indication of the date adopted, date reviewed date, and date posted as well as the
following components of a standard operating guideline/ procedure, including:
 purpose
 scope
 responsibility
 safety
 definitions
 references and attachments, and
 guideline
SOG’s should be comprehensive and consistent with the various training, implementation,
performance, and monitoring components that standard operating guidelines/procedures should
include. However, these SOG’s should be flexible enough to assure situational awareness is used
to make the appropriate decision.
The standard operating guidelines/procedures developed illustrate state of the art approaches to
many issues. However, they are not comprehensively structured to also serve as a referencing
and training tool. There was no defined process to assure a “read and sign approach by all
members” is in place to assure members are aware of the guidelines, updates and new procedures
implemented. These options should be considered and the most effective implementation process
applied.
A master Table of Contents for Standard Operating Guidelines is provided by the project team
and is later in this section.
Standard Operating Guidelines/Procedures serve several functions in today’s emergency
services. Not only do they provide an understanding of how certain activities are to be
accomplished, but they establish basic training criteria. A more realistic plan, using member and
officer involvement, needs to be established to review the existing Standard Operating
Guidelines/Procedures and begin the development of an updated set of Standard Operating
Guidelines/Procedures.
The breakdown of major sections of the SOG Manual is appropriate and should be modified as
follows:
Section 1
Organizational Statements
Section 2
Administrative Guidelines
Section 3
Vehicle Operation Guidelines
Section 4
Facilities, Equipment & Grounds
Section 5
Fire & Injury Prevention
Section 6
Emergency Medical Services
Section 7
Human Resources/Personnel
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Section 8
Section 9
Section 10
Section 11

Safety & Health
Training
Incident Guidelines/Operations
Records Management

As a starting point, we suggest that two procedures be developed each month and reviewed. The
following priority listing is provided for consideration in reviewing existing SOPs/SOGs and
developing a related township-wide SOP/SOG manual:
Priority 1 – Policy Level Issues
Priority 2 – Operational Level Issues
Priority 3 – Administrative Level Issues
Priority 4 – Maintenance Level Issues (use manufacturer recommended documents)
Finally, as noted earlier there is no one document that establishes a Strategic Guideline that
identifies and outlines some basic rules and principles that relate to the major areas of
firefighting strategy and subsequent fireground activity. The uniform application of this guideline will produce favorable fireground outcomes. This guideline is designed to offer a basis and
simple framework for use in Kennett area fireground operations and command; it also represents
many existing practices, and a defining of how this department is expected to perform during
certain emergencies. A model guideline is provided as Appendix 1.
While SOG’s have been developed and implemented, individual companies approach to
development warrants a team being assigned to fully develop organizational administrative and
organizational guidelines. As mentioned earlier, SOG’s present the foundation for which an
organization manages itself, establishes performance expectations and trains its staff.

RECOMMENDATION

16-07

Jointly develop Standard Operating Procedures/Guidelines, using the proposed procedure format and develop a prioritization for
development and revision, using the information provided in this section as a guideline. Efforts should be made to develop area-wide
SOG’s to enable consistent training, consistent performance expectations and enhanced safety for fire companies operating in an automatic
aid deployment system.

16-08

The identified policies for “Whistleblower” and Conflict of Interest should be implemented.
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STANDARD OPERATING GUIDELINES SUMMARY
ORGANIZATIONAL STATEMENTS
Topic
Introduction/Orientation
Goals & Objectives
Mission Statement
Organizational Design
Rules and Regulations
Standard of Cover
 Response Time Standard
 Service Delivery Statement
Strategic Operational Guideline
Vision Statement / Motto
Awards

Longwood
X
X
X

Kennett

Po-Mar-Lin

X
X
X

X
X

ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES
Topic
Accident/Incident Reporting
 Vehicle
 Personal Injury
 Civilian
Accident/Incident Investigation
Procedure
Active 911
Active Firefighter Requirements
Administration Communications
Annual Planning Calendar
Billing for Services
Chain of Command
Officer In Charge
Claim Filing Process
Code of Ethics
Complaints
Conflict of Interest
Contacting Officers
Daytime Response of Municipal
Employees
Duty Chief
Emergency Action Plan

Longwood

Kennett

Po-Mar-Lin

I am
Responding
X
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X

X

X
X
NA

X

X
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Topic

Longwood

Honor Guard
 Appearance
 Commands
 Dress
 Equipment
 Etiquette
 Membership
 Roles & Responsibilities
 Scope
 Station Opening or
Dedication
 Values & Mission
Inventory List
Line of Duty Death
Job Descriptions
Live In Program
Maintenance Work Group
Officer Qualification
Photograph/Video Taking
Post Incident Analysis
Probationary Process/orientation
Fireground Safety
Social Media Policy
(Email, Facebook, website, etc.)
Solicitation of Funds
Standard Operating Guideline
Format & Use
Use Public Tax Money Property
Visitors
Volunteer Standards &
Requirements

Kennett

Po-Mar-Lin

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

Kennett

Po-Mar-Lin
X

X
X
X
FIRE POLICE

Topic
Fire Police Response
Fire Police Training Requirements
Fire Police Radio Communications
Fire Police Return to Service
Fire Police Activity Report
Fire Police Partial Road Closure
Fire Police Full Road Closure

Longwood
X
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Topic
Fire Police Leap Closure –
Someone Running Through
Barricade
Fire Police Signaling
Fire Police Establish Incident
Command
Fire Police Security
Fire Police News Media
Fire Police Safety
Fire Police Traffic Unit Authorized
Operation & Training

Longwood

Kennett

Po-Mar-Lin

RECORDS MANAGEMENT
Topic
Member Signing In/Attendance
National Fire Incident Reporting
System (NFIRS)
- Credit for Calls
Patient Medical Record
Privacy/Security
Record Retention
Release of Records/Information
Subpoena
Tier II Chemical Inventory
Reporting Instructions
Work Documentation – Hours

Longwood
X

Kennett

X

Po-Mar-Lin
X
X

VEHICLE OPERATION GUIDELINES
Topic
Apparatus Inspection &
Maintenance
Apparatus Standards
Backing Safety/Signals
Driver Apprenticeship
Driver Requirements
Driver Rules & Responsibilities
Driver Training (EVOC) – Basic
Driver Training - Refresher
Emergency Response

Longwood
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Kennett

Po-Mar-Lin

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
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Topic

Longwood

Headset Use
Personal Vehicle Operations
Personal Vehicle Warning Devices
Pre-emption Equipment Use
Ride Along Program
Seating/Riding Requirements
Use of Agency Vehicles
Vehicle Operation Rules &
Regulations
Vehicle Use Non-Emergency

Kennett

X
X

Po-Mar-Lin
X
X

X

X
X

X

FIRE & INJURY PREVENTION
Topic

Longwood

Kennett

Inspections
Investigations
Code Enforcement
Fireworks
Fire Watch
Juvenile Firesetters
Maximum Occupancy/Overcrowding
MSDS/Hazmat Disclosure
Public Education
Station Tours

Po-Mar-Lin

X

SAFETY & HEALTH
Topic
Air Cascade System Use
Automatic External Defibrillator
Air Monitoring
Facility Safety
Climate Safety Practices
(Heat/Cold)
Communicable Disease/Infection
Control
Engine Company
Ergonomics/Repetitive Motion
Exposure Control Plan
Face-Piece Seal
Fireground Procedures
Hazard Communication

Longwood
X
X
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Kennett

Po-Mar-Lin
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
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Topic
Health Insurance Portability &
Accountability Act (HIPAA)
Health & Safety Officer
Hearing Conservation & Noise
Protection
Helmets
Helmet Markings
Illness & Incident Prevention
Incident Safety Officer
NFPA 1500
OSHA
 Applicability
 Compliance
 Investigation
 Notification
Personal Alert Devices
Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE)
Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) Cleaning
Rehabilitation
Respiratory Protection Program
Right to Know
Safety Officer
Safety Vest
Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus (SCBA)
Seat Belt
Solar Power Safety
Staffing Requirements
Station Safety Officer
Tanker Operations
Tanker Fill-Site Operations
Testing
 Aerial
 Pump
 Host
 Ground Ladder
Truck Operations
Two-In, Two-Out
Use of Body Armor
Water Rescue Vests

Longwood
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Kennett

Po-Mar-Lin

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
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TRAINING
Topic
Training Policy
Training Records Management
Air Bag Use
BBP
Career Track/Promotion Planning
Certification
Competency Based Training
Continuing Education
CPR/AED
EAP Review
EVOC
Hazard Communication
Haz Mat – Initial
Haz Mat – Refresher
Live Burns
NIMS

Longwood

Kennett
X

Po-Mar-Lin
X
X

X
X

INCIDENT GUIDELINES/OPERATIONS
Topic
Abuse Situations
Accountability
Aircraft Incident
Air Monitoring
Alarm Signals
Apparatus Response Procedure
Arrival at Emergency Scene
Arson Fires (Suspected)
Automobile Alarms
Bomb Scare/Threat
Camera Use (photographs)
Carbon Monoxide (CO) Incidents
Chain Saw Use
Child Abuse Reporting
Citizen Evacuations/Notifications
Collapse Zones
Communications
Confined Space Rescue
Disposition of Valuables
Drafting

Longwood
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Kennett

X

Po-Mar-Lin
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
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Topic
Electrical Emergencies
Evacuation Signal
Evacuations of Residents
Engine Company Operations at
Vehicle Accidents
Elevator Entrapment
Elevator Use During Incidents
Fire Hydrants
Fire Marshal Contact/Guidelines
Foam
Flood Operations
Hazardous Materials
Health Department Notification
Helicopter Incident
Helicopter Landing Assistance
High Angle/Rescue
High Rise Buildings
Highway Safety
Humat Valve Dropping & Charging
Incident Management/Incident
Command System (ICS)
Investigations
Knox Box System
Laying 5” Line
Lockout/Tagout
Lockout – Vehicle
Manhole Incidents
Manpower Reporting
Mass Casualty Response Levels
Mayday
Medical Assist
Minimum Staffing Levels
Motor Vehicle Fires
Multi-Unit Dwelling
News Media Relations
Non-emergency Response
Officer Response
Parade Procedures
Police Assist
Portable Radios
Power Saw Use
Quadrant System
QRS Response
Radio Communications

Longwood
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Kennett

Po-Mar-Lin
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
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Topic
Radio – Emergency Band Use at
Multiple Alarms
Rapid Intervention Crew/Team
Repairs to Equipment
Rescue (trapped person)

Longwood

Response Procedure (Apparatus)
Return to Service/Station
Reverse Lay
Scene Preservation
Search & Rescue
Size Up
Spill Control
Sprinkler System Support
Staging
Stand-by for Another
Agency/Transfer Assignment
Structure Fire
Surrendered Baby
Swiftwater Rescue
Tactical Withdrawal
Tanker Task Force
Thermal Imaging Cameras
Triple Lay Pack
Trash/Refuse/Vehicle Fire
Trench Rescue
Truck Company Operations
Unknown Type Fire
Urban Search & Rescue (USAR)
Vehicle Accident
Vehicle Fires
Vehicle Rescue
Water Rescue
Weapons Policy (Firearms)
Weapons of Mass Destruction
Wildland Fires

Kennett

Po-Mar-Lin

X
X

X
X

X

X
Personnel

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT, AND GROUNDS
Topic
Antique/Memorabilia Display
Bunk Room/Duty Crew
Door Marking Rubber
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Longwood

Kennett

Po-Mar-Lin

X
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Topic
Electrical Connection – Standard
Connections
Emergency Power
Facility & Grounds
Rules and Regulations
Facility & Grounds Security
Fire Alarm System
Fire Suppression System
Flag Pole & Flag Display
Fuel Storage Tanks
Gear Cleaning
Gear Racks
Hose Coupling Standard Specs
Housekeeping
Maintenance Records
Maintenance Work Group
Memorial Display
Mobile Data Terminal Use
Positive Pressure Breathing Apparatus
Security Alarm System
Sewage System
Social hall Rental
Use of Organization Equipment
Waste Water Discharge

Longwood

Kennett

Po-Mar-Lin

X

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
Topic
Basic Life Support Protocols
Abuse & Neglect (Child & Elder)
Agitated Behavior/Psychiatric Disorder
Air Ambulance Safety Precautions
Air Medical Transport for Non-Trauma Patients
Allergic Reaction/Anaphylaxis
Altered Level of Consciousness/Diabetic
Emergency
Amputation
Blast/Explosive Injury
Bleeding Control
Burn
Carbon Monoxide CO-Oximetry
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Topic
Cardiac Arrest
Chest Pain
Crime Scene Preservation
Dead on Arrival
ECG Monitor Preparation
Emergency Childbirth
EMS Vehicle Operations/Safety
General Cardiac Arrest - Adult
General Cardiac Arrest - Pediatric
Heat Emergency
Hypothermia/Cold Injury/Frostbite
Impales Object
Indications for ALS Use
In-Dwelling Intravenous Catheters/Devices
Infection Control/Body Substance Isolation
Initial Patient Contact
Medical Command Contact
Multisystem Trauma or Traumatic Shock
Newberry/Neo Natal Resuscitation
Non-Transport of Patient or Cancellation of
Response
On Scene Physician/RN
Out of Hospital Do Not Resuscitate
Oxygen Administration
Patient Destination-Ground Transport
Poisoning/Toxin Exposure
(Ingestion/Inhalation/Absorption/Injection)
Pulse Oximetry
Refusal of Treatment/Transport
Rehabilitation at Fire/Incident Scene
Respiratory Duress/Respiratory Failure
Safe Transportation of Children in Ground
Ambulances
Scene Safety
Spine Care
Suspected Influenza-Like Illness
Suspected Stroke
Transportation of Service Animals
Trauma Patient Destination
Trauma Patient Destination (Air Ambulance
Protocol)
Ventilation via Endotracheal Tube or
Alternative/Rescue Airway
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PA STATE
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Topic
Advanced Life Support Protocols
Agitated Behavior/Psychiatric Disorder
Airway Management
Airway Obstruction
Allergic Reaction
ALS Release to BLS
Altered Level of Consciousness
Altered Level of Consciousness - Adult
Asthma/COPD/Bronchospasm
Blast/Explosive Injury
Bradycardia - Adult
Bradycardia - Pediatric
Burns
Cardiac Arrest - Traumatic
Cardiac Arrest (Hypothermia)
Confirmation of Airway Placement
Congestive Heart Failure
Croup - Pediatric
Crush Syndrome
Cyanide Compound Exposure
Extremity Trauma
General Cardiac Arrest - Adult
General Cardiac Arrest - Pediatric
General Protocol Principals
Heat Emergencies
Hypothermia/Cold Injury/Frostbite
Medical Command Contact
Multi System Trauma or Traumatic Shock
Narrow Complex Tachycardia - Adult
Narrow Complex Tachycardia - Pediatric
Nausea/Vomiting
Nerve Agent/Pesticide Exposure
Newborn/Neonatal Resuscitation
Poisoning/Toxin Exposure
(Ingestion/Inhalation/Absorption/Injection)
Post Resuscitation Care
Post-Partum Hemorrhage
Sedation-Assisted Intubation
Seriously Ill Appearing Patient
Shock/Systolic Inflammatory Response Syndrome
Stroke
Suspected Acute Coronary Syndrome
Termination of Resuscitation
Volume Control Mechanical Ventilation
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PA STATE
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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PERSONNEL MANUAL
Topic
Policies & Procedures
24 Hour Shift Policy
Appearance
Attendance
Conduct
Definition of Work Time
Discipline
Discrimination/Harassment
Drug & Alcohol Abuse
Electronic Communication Policy
Employee Communication
Employee Substance Screening
Employment Policy
Employment Status
Ethics
EEO
Group Health Plan
Hiring
Holiday Pay
Holidays
Identification Cards
Junior Firefighter
Lay-Offs
Learning Opportunities
Litter
Military Leave of Absence & Jury Duty
Misunderstandings/Problem Resolution
On Call
Orientation
Outside Employment
Overtime
Paid Time Off (PTO)
Pay Calculation
Pay Period & Pay Days
Payroll Deductions
Performance Appraisal
Personal Protective Equipment
Personal Use of Fire Company Equipment
Position Vacancies
Personnel Files
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Longwood
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Kennett

Po-Mar-Lin

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
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Topic
Pre-Employment & Periodic Medical
Examinations
Probationary Employment
Recording Time In or Out
Re-Employment
Right of Inspection
Recruitment
Safety
Salaries & Wages
Security
Smoking
Solicitation & Distribution of Printed
Material
Termination of Employment by Employee
or Fire Company
Transfers & Promotions
Travel, Meeting & Entertainment
Uniform Standards
Visitor Relations
Volunteers
Work Offenses
Work Schedules
Workers' Compensation
Workplace Violence
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Longwood

Kennett

Po-Mar-Lin

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
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Finances
Like any typical volunteer fire company, the Kennett Area Volunteer Fire Companies utilize
multiple revenue streams (e.g. fund raising, municipal contribution, Pennsylvania Act 84 funds,
contributions to fund drives) to fund their operations. Typical operational expenditures are for
firefighting equipment, vehicle and structure maintenance, fuel and utilities, communication
equipment, personal protective equipment, training, fire prevention, administration, etc. The
proposed operating budgets submitted to the project team appear appropriate for an organization
the size and complexity of the Kennett area. However, coordinated efforts among the companies
and municipalities can improve both operations and expense.
As a synopsis, the following were found as revenue streams in place in the area, but NOT by all
companies:
 Municipal Subsidy
 Annual fundraiser by community members in Newlin Township
 Grants – some have received FEMA, USDA, and state grants – Longwood FC
participates in a regional SAFER project with the Avondale Fire Company. 2016 is the
final year of the grant. SAFER grants are used for recruitment and retention of
volunteers.
 Pennsylvania Act 84 funds
 Hall rentals and pool fills
To ask the members of the volunteer system to not only train, manage their corporations, and
respond to an increasing number of incidents (all hazards based), and then expect them to spend
one, two or three nights a week fundraising is an unrealistic expectation in 2016 and beyond. A
comprehensive approach for operational and capital funding appears to be established. The
current amount of funding from the borough/townships is better than most communities.
Discussions were held with the fire companies leadership regarding operating budget. Following
these discussions and review of budget information, it appears the budget is appropriate for the
companies of the type, size and complexity of the fire service in the Kennett area.
Changing methods of funding volunteer fire companies have become prevalent is recent years.
Your process is to define what government will support and budget requests are then submitted
by the volunteer fire companies to “request” funding for a select period of time – typically a
year. Cash flow and operations can then be better sustained in serving the public. Among the
typical items funded for/paid for by government are the following expenses:
Utilities
Facility Fuel
Apparatus Maintenance
Apparatus Fuel
Incentives
Annual Audit
Workers’ Comp
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Office Supplies ($X/mo)
Postage
Salaries
Workers’ Compensation
Benefits
Phone
Annual Awards
Firefighting Equipment
Rescue Equipment
Computer Supplies
In reviewing company by-laws and budgets there were a few items of note. The companies fall
within the requirements for IRS 990 Tax Filings to be submitted annually. A review of by-laws,
policies and procedures and related documents found a number of companies did not have the
following policies in place, consistent with Federal requirements:
 Whistleblower policy
 Conflict of Interest Policy (The ethics policy in place does not meet this requirement)
Sample documents were provided under separate cover.
A dissolution clause should be implemented in the by-laws of each company, meeting the need
for any future loans or grants, plus assuring any assets would be turned over to citizens if
dissolution were to occur.
FEMA Assistance to Firefighter Grants (AFG) and Staffing for Adequate Fire Emergency
Response (SAFER) grants appear to be regularly applied for. There lies great opportunity to
potentially attain these funds for needed resources in the county but for some reason no
collective approach to determine collective need and thus submit appropriate grant requests. This
should become a priority to establish a team to determine need for the “next system” and submit
a grant for needed resources to meet those needs, as regional grants are more successful than
individual company requests.
The township annually receives funds provided via authority derived from Article VIII, Section
10 of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Section 403 of The Fiscal Code,
Act of April 9, 1929, (P.L. 343, No. 176), and mandated by the Volunteer Firefighters’ Relief
Association Act, as consolidated by the Act of November 23, 2010 (P.L. 1181, No. 118), at 35
Pa.C.S. § 7411 et seq., for the period January as of the most recent audit, 1, 2010 to December
31, 2012.
It is recommended that the companies begin to use a group purchasing system of any type to
better manage costs and expenditures. Is is noted that Longwood FC has working with two other
fire companies for the purchase of SCBA and hose.
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2014 IRS 990 Information
Even though tax-exempt nonprofits do not pay federal taxes, they do have to file an information
form with the IRS. That form is called a 990. Having to file the 990 makes sure that nonprofits
conduct their business in a way that is consistent with their public responsibilities. The Kennett
Fire Company, Longwood Fire Company and Po-Mar-Lin Fire Company all use professional
firms to audit their organizations and complete the 990’s. The following information is from
2014 data.
2014 General Funds
The general funds include income and expenses related to the operation of the organization. For
the purposes of this study, a consolidated column was added to capture a total picture of
revenues and expenses.
Longwood FC Kennett FC Po-Mar-Lin FC
Revenue
Contributions and Grants
Program Services Revenue
Investment Income
Other Revenue
Total Revenue
Expenses
Salaries/Other Compensation
Professional Fundraising Fees
Other Expenses
Total Expenses

$
$
$
$
$

1,343,630
875,218
100,608
(1,215)
2,318,241

$
$
$

Revenue Less Expenses

$

Net Assets/Fund Balances
Total Assets
Total Liabilities
Net assets

$
$
$

$ 521,482
$ 365,274
$
1,808
$ 142,482
$ 1,031,046

Total of All

$

480,783

$
$
$

1,584
14,696
497,063

$ 2,345,895
$ 1,240,492
$ 104,000
$ 155,963
$ 3,846,350

694,657 $ 57,917
$
4,567 $
799,723 $ 885,374 $
1,494,380 $ 947,858 $

11,806
582,689
594,495

$ 752,574
$ 16,373
$ 2,267,786
$ 3,036,733

(97,432)

$ 809,617

823,861 $

83,188 $

3,719,417 $ 2,009,304 $
13,470 $ 599,354 $
3,705,947 $ 1,409,950 $
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4,220,058
316,830
3,903,228

$ 9,948,779
$ 929,654
$ 9,019,125
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2014 Relief Associations
The statutory authority over VFRAs is contained in Act 118 of 2010. Volunteer firefighters’
relief associations are separate legal organizations affiliated with volunteer fire companies and/or
volunteer fire departments. The volunteer firefighters’ relief association (VFRA) is a separate
legal entity from the fire company. Funds from the VFRAs are restricted to certain safety related
equipment purchases.
Longwood FC Kennett FC Po-Mar-Lin FC
Revenue
Contributions and Grants
Program Services Revenue
Investment Income
Other Revenue
Total Revenue

Total of All

$

214,535 $

80,401 $

76,530

$

676 $

217 $

343

$

215,211 $

80,618 $

76,873

$ 372,702

Expenses
Salaries/Other Compensation
Professional Fundraising Fees
Other Expenses
Total Expenses

$
$

135,310 $ 112,745 $
135,310 $ 112,745 $

89,034
89,034

$ 337,089

Revenue Less Expenses

$

Net Assets/Fund Balances
Total Assets
Total Liabilities
Net assets

$
$
$

79,901 $

(32,344) $

565,650 $ 256,932 $
$
565,650 $ 256,932 $

$ 371,466
$

1,236

(12,161)

$

35,396

267,813
267,813

$ 1,090,395

Budgets
A budget is an estimate of annual revenue and expenses. Each fire company develops and approves an
annual budget, but each uses a different format and line items descriptions to identify an estimated
revenue and expense. The following budget information is presented in this report in the format as
reported by each fire company.

2016 Kennett Fire Company Budget
Income
Comcast Rental
Fund Drive
Service Income Red Clay Room
Apartment Rental Income
Hall Rental
Borough Tax Money
Kennett Township
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$ 11,736
$ 36,000
$ 30,000
$ 43,088
$ 72,000
$ 136,000
$ 160,000
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Ambulance Service Income
Fund Raising
Fire Report Income
Dues & Applications
Donations
United Way
Interest Income
Miscellaneous Income
Total Income
Cost of Income
Fund Drive Expense
Fundraising Expense
Ambulance Billing Expense
ALS Longwood FC
ALS SCCEMS
Hall Costs
Apartment Rental Expense
Apartment Insurance
Apartment Water and Sewer
Apartment Property Tax
Total Cost of Income
Gross Profit
Operating Expenses
Payroll Expenses
Salaries and Wages Red Clay Room
Payroll Taxes
Medical Insurance
Total Payroll Expenses
Fire Expenses
Firefighting Equipment
Equipment Maintenance
Total Fire Expenses
Ambulance Expenses
Oxygen
Ambulance Staff Payroll
Medical Supplies
Medical Equipment
Total Ambulance Expenses
Building Expenses
Electric
Cable
Telephone
Building Maint. And Repair
Landscaping
Exterminator
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$ 275,000
$ 2,500
$
100
$ 1,000
$ 15,000
$ 1,000
$
300
$ 6,000
$ 789,724
$ 4,700
$ 2,000
$ 20,000
$ 15,000
$ 3,000
$ 30,000
$ 5,000
$ 5,950
$ 4,500
$ 7,500
$ 97,650
$ 692,074

$ 54,000
$ 6,000
$ 7,000
$ 67,000
$ 14,000
$ 1,500
$ 15,500
$ 4,000
$ 345,000
$ 5,000
$ 2,000
$ 356,000
$ 30,000
$
150
$ 2,700
$ 20,000
$ 6,300
$ 2,400
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Building Supplies
Alarm System Monitoring
Total Building Expenses
Apparatus Maint. And Repair
General Apparatus R and M
Apparatus R and M - Ambulance
Fuel for Apparatus
Total Apparatus and Repair
Insurance Expenses
All Other Expenses
Postage
Donations
Professional Fees - Accounting
Professional Fees - Legal
Dues and Subscriptions
Office Supplies/Adm
Computer Expense/Web
Bank Service Charge
Training/Travel Expenses
Cell Phone Expenses
Apparel Expense
Banquet
Member Welfare
Christmas Party
Miscellaneous
Total of All other
Total Operating Expenses
Total Operating Income
Loan Payments
Bank Loan - Roof
Bank Loan
PEMA Loan Tanker
Bank Loan - Hall Renovation
Total Loan Payments
Net Income
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$ 1,500
$
700
$ 63,750
$
$
$
$
$

22,000
10,000
15,000
47,000
9,000

$
500
$
500
$ 4,720
$ 1,500
$
700
$ 2,500
$ 2,000
$
500
$ 1,000
$ 2,500
$ 2,000
$ 10,000
$ 3,000
$ 2,500
$ 6,000
$ 39,920
$ 598,170
$ 93,904
$
$
$
$
$
$

14,972
42,592
7,724
16,066
81,354
12,550
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2016 Po-Mar-Lin Fire Company Budget
Income
Township Donations
$
375,000
Other Donations
$
9,000
Dues Inc
$
450
Fund Drive
$
70,000
Memorial Donations
$
300
Parking
$
400
State Grant
$
14,000
Total Income
$
469,150
Expenses
Administration
Computer Support
$
11,000
Security
$
1,000
Professional Services
$
400
Audit
$
6,000
Other Admin
$
10,000
Total Administration
$
28,400
Fund Drive Expense
$
10,700
Fuel
$
8,000
Fire Equipment
$
9,000
Grant Writing
$
1,500
In Memory
$
200
Insurance
$
13,500
Maintenance
$
17,800
Mortgage
$
17,300
Gas & Electric
$
11,700
Sewer
$
440
Telephone
$
4,000
Water
$
4,100
Capital Replacement
$
350,000
Total Expenses
$
476,640
Net of Revenue/Expense$
(7,490)
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2016 Longwood Fire Company Budget
Income
Non-Operational
Donations
Fund Drive
Interest
Grants
Longwood Gardens
Dues
Miscellaneous
Bank Revers Fees
Reflective Signs
Vending Machine
Store
Total
EMS
Donations
EMSOF (State)
Del-Ser Collections
HMC (EMS Billing)
Sta. 22 Medicare
Sta. 24 Medicare
EMS Standby's
Standby's
LWG Standby's
Plantation
East Marlborough
Pocopson
Chester County
Pennsbury
Kennett Twp
Kennett Square
Newlin Twp
Medical Records
Ambulance Club
Total EMS Income
Fire
Parking
Fire Reports
East Marlborough
Kennett Twp
Pocopson
Chester County
Pennsbury
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

18,000
111,000
325
20,000
60,000
500
200,000
75
50
1,250
60
411,260

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

600
1,500
30,000
540,000
400
9,000
15,000
2,000
15,000
6,000
47,795
64,107
46,250
75,000
80,000
10,000
4,000
300
35,000
981,952

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

500
50
173,740
80,000
131,692
20,971
75,000
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Pool Fills
Total Fire Income
Capital
Total Income
Expenses
Non Operational Expenses
Umbreit & Korenal
Legal Counsel
Public Relations
Grant Writing
403B
Banquet
Membership
Store
Open House
Gas & Electric
Generator
Pest Control
Chesco Security
Clearing Supplies
Trash/Recycling
Miscellaneous
Fund Drive
Lamont
Meetings
Soda
Special Events
Groceries
Vending Machines
Water Cooler Rental
Verizon
Web Site
Verizon Hot Spots
Cardiac Monitors
Partner's Plus
FD Computer MGT
Office Supplies
Postage
Computer
Sympathy Flowers
Training
New Member BG Checks
Bank Fees
Scholarship fund
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$
5,000
$ 486,953
$ 150,000
$ 2,030,165

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,800
15,000
12,000
5,000
500
10,000
1,500
4,500
600
18,500
1,400
600
1,400
4,800
2,200
50,000
6,000
1,200
2,400
500
3,500
1,500
650
400
4,800
1,300
4,440
300
800
1,100
6,000
500
5,000
750
500
1,500
750
1,000
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Office Manager
Office MGT SDD, Life Ins
Total
EMS Expenses
Insurance Benefits
Fees/Dues
Physicals
Background Checks
Paramedic Wages
EMT Wages
Payroll Expenses
Payroll Taxes
Workers Comp Ins
Miscellaneous
Public Events/Meetings
LWG Standby's
EMS Standby's
HMC - Billing Company
Physio-Control
Stretcher Maintenance
Med-Flex
Drive Cam
Penn Care/ EMS Charts
Ecore Software
ALS/BLS Reimbursement
Intuit Payroll
Supplies
Training
Uniforms
Fleet (Fuel/Maint)
Equipment
ATV
Ambulance Club
Computer
Furniture
PPE / Globe Gear
Longevity/Retention
Total EMS Expenses
Fire Expenses
Career Staff
Career PPE
Computers
Software
Fees/Dues
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$
$
$

45,363
970
224,023

$ 106,500
$
1,000
$
15,000
$
1,000
$ 334,000
$ 271,000
$
1,500
$
56,000
$
60,000
$
10,000
$
4,000
$
6,000
$
22,000
$
57,000
$
500
$
2,500
$
700
$
1,200
$
4,000
$
2,000
$
2,000
$
1,900
$
40,200
$
12,000
$
5,500
$
51,200
$
10,000
$
10,000
$
4,000
$
7,500
$
3,800
$
15,000
$
15,000
$ 1,134,000
$
$
$
$
$

63,000
3,500
10,000
2,000
1,000
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LWG Standby's
Fire Police Traffic Control
Training
Miscellaneous
Tools/Equipment
General Maint
SAFER Grant
Uniforms
Fleet (Fuel/Maint)
Career - FT
Total Fire Expenses
Captial
E-25-1 Annual Payment
Rescue 25 Payment
New EMS Unit
EMS Re-Chassis
ATV Trailer
14ft Zodiac
Tanker
Total Capital
Total Expenses
Net of Income/Expenses
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,500
250
12,500
15,000
15,000
7,500
66,000
8,000
85,000
80,000
372,250

$
43,681
$
30,846
$ 240,000
$ 175,000
$
11,000
$
15,000
$ 475,000
$ 990,527
$ 2,720,800
$ (690,635)
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Sources of Revenue for Each Fire Company
Tax/Government Funding
EMS Billing Revenue
Other

$
$
$

Kennett
296,000
275,000
218,724

Po-Mar-Lin
$
375,000
$

94,150

Longwood
$
808,555
$
549,400
$
672,210

$
$
$

Total
1,479,555
824,400
985,084

Kennett FC Sources of Revenue

Other
28%

Tax/Govern
ment
Funding
37%

EMS Billing
Revenue
35%

Po-Mar-Lin Sources of Revenue

Other
20%

Tax/Govern
ment
Funding
80%
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Longwood Fire Sources of
Revenue
Other
33%

Tax/Govern
ment
Funding
40%

EMS Billing
Revenue
27%

Consolidated Sources of Revenue

Other
30%

Tax/Governm
ent Funding
45%

EMS Billing
Revenue
25%
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Kennett Area Emergency Services Evaluation
Funding Formula Examples
Fire Company Budgets
Total cost based on fire company budget estimates and actuals:
It is suggested going forward that the oversight groups develop a single budget format and
review process. The document funding fire services is provided under separate cover for
guidance.

Longwood Fire Company
Kennett Fire Company
Po-Mar-Lin Fire Company

$
$
$
$

Revenue
2,521,312
692,074
469,150
3,682,536

Expenses
$2,305,630
$ 679,524
$ 476,640
$3,461,794

Balance
$ 215,682
$ 12,550
$ (7,490)
$ 220,742

As it operates today, the area operating and capital expenses for a one year period for fire and
emergency medical services is estimated to be: $3,461,794.
Government Funding
The total funding provided by local government and county government tax dollars:

East Marlborough
Kennett Township
Pocopson*
Pennbury
Kennett Borough
*Chester County
Newlin

Current Allocation
$
558,795
$
320,000
$
162,182
$
150,000
$
146,000
$
65,000
$
26,085
$
1,427,169

% of Current Allocation
39%
22%
11%
11%
10%
5%
2%
100%

At is operates today, the total amount funding provided by the governments is: $1,427,169. This
figure increases at times to include capital expense requests from the fire companies. Chester
County’s $65,000 is for the Chester County Prison and the Pocopson Home and is given to
Pocopson Township and then to Longwood Fire Company.
As it operates today, tax dollars from local government provide 45% of the total operating
expenses of the fire companies.
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Fair Funding Formula
One of the desires of the municipalities involved in this study was to explore a fair funding
formula.
The following is a recommended approach to contribution distribution by each municipality once
an annual budget is developed. When attempting to determine a formula to fund any type of
service on a multi-community or regional basis, there are always debates about what should be
included and how the calculation should be made.
This formula includes the following elements:
1. Assessed Property Value – the greater the value of the property, the greater the potential
need for emergency services and risk
2. Fire and Rescue Calls – requests for service based on historical data.
3. EMS Calls – requests for service based on historical data.
4. Population – the greater the population the greater the potential for emergency services.

East Marlborough
Kennett Township
Kennett Borough
Pocopson Township
Pennsbury Township
Newlin Township

Square
Miles
15.6
15.6
1.1
8.3
9
7.2
56.8

East Marlborough
Kennett Township
Kennett Borough
Pocopson Township
Pennsbury Township
Newlin Township

Square
Miles (%)
27.5
27.5
1.9
14.6
15.8
12.7
100.0

2010
Population
7,026
7,565
6,072
4,582
3,604
771
29,620
Population
(%)
23.7
25.5
20.5
15.5
12.2
2.6
100.0

Property
Assessed Value
696,382,950
782,564,251
229,229,340
343,918,440
396,496,110
78,875,658
2,527,466,749
Assessed
Value (%)
27.6
31.0
9.1
13.6
15.7
3.1
100.0

Fire/Rescue
Responses
207
194
97
73
104
29
704

Fire/Rescue
Responses (%)
29.4
27.6
13.8
10.4
14.8
4.1
100.0

EMS
Responses
580
539
335
334
261
24
2,073

EMS
Responses (%)
28.0
26.0
16.2
16.1
12.6
1.2
100.0

Allocation Percentage

East Marlborough
Kennett Township
Kennett Borough
Pocopson Township
Pennsbury Township
Newlin Township

Current
39.0
22.
10.0
16.0
11.0
2.0
100.0
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Recommended
27.2
27.5
14.9
14.0
13.8
2.8
100.0
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Allocation $, Total & Per Capita
East Marlborough
Kennett Township
Kennett Borough
Pocopson Township
Pennsbury Township
Newlin Township

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Total
387,674
392,687
212,319
200,290
197,014
39,250
1,427,169

Per Capita
55
52
35
44
55
61
48

Fair Funding Formula (Pocopson / Chester County)
Example shows what occurs if Chester County data was pulled from the Pocopson Township.

East Marlborough
Kennett Township
Pocopson*
Pennbury
Kennett Borough
*Chester County
Newlin Township

East Marlborough
Kennett Township
Kennett Borough
Pennbury
Pocopson*
*Chester County
Newlin Township

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Assessed
Value
696,382,950
782,564,251
343,918,440
396,496,110
229,229,340
34,362,160
87,683,440
2,570,636,691

Fire Rescue
Responses
207
194
57
104
97
16
29
704

EMS
Responses
580
539
102
261
335
232
24
2,073

Assessed
Value
27%
31%
9%
16%
13%
1%
3%
100%

Fire Rescue
Responses
29%
28%
14%
15%
8%
2%
4%
100%

EMS
Responses
28%
26%
16%
13%
5%
11%
1%
100%

Population
7026
7565
3392
3604
6072
1190
643
29,492
Population
24%
26%
21%
12%
11%
4%
2%
100%

Percent of
Allocation
39%
22%
11%
11%
10%
5%
2%
100%

Current
Allocation
$ 558,795
$ 320,000
$ 161,289
$ 150,000
$ 146,000
$
65,000
$
26,085
$ 1,427,169

Percent of
Allocation
27%
28%
15%
14%
9%
5%
3%
100%

Current
Allocation
$ 385,336
$ 399,607
$ 214,075
$ 199,804
$ 128,445
$
71,358
$
28,543
$ 1,427,169

The project team also advocates, based on experience, that the funding amount/formula should
be allocated to develop over two or three years to allow for stabilization/normalization before
balancing (over-time) the municipal contribution. Known as retroactive rating, this allows for
correction of the percentages based on changes in people, calls for service, and exposure/loss
potential.
RECOMMENDATIONS

16-09

The fire companies should utilize the CO-STARS group purchasing program to gain efficiency and cost reduction in purchasing products
for the organization.
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Emergency Medical Services
Emergency medical services can be provided to communities in several different delivery
models. First we will define levels of care available in Pennsylvania. The first level of care is
basic life support or BLS. BLS personnel can provide CPR, automatic external defibrillation,
basic patient assessment, splinting/trauma care, oxygen administration, and several other
functions. Providers at the BLS level are called Emergency Medical Responders (EMR) and
Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT). This is based on standards of care and training
requirements. Advanced life support or ALS personnel can perform all of the basic level
functions and advanced airway control; administration of medications, IV’s and many other
advanced medical functions. Providers at this level are called Paramedics.
Types of Emergency Medical Services
A community may choose what type of medical service it desires. Common types of service in
Pennsylvania include the following:
1. First Responder / Quick Response Service (QRS) – A QRS can provide the community
trained BLS personnel quickly and cost effectively. QRS uses a non-transport vehicle
usually a pickup or SUV to respond to the scene. These types of services are typically
used in rural areas by volunteer fire departments to ensure a fast response when transport
ambulances come from a further distance.
2. Basic Life Support – A BLS service is licensed by the Pennsylvania Department of
Health and must meet certain staffing and response reliability requirements. A BLS is
staffed with two personnel trained to the EMT level. Kennett Fire Company is currently a
BLS service. The BLS vehicle is an ambulance that is used to transport the patient to the
hospital.
3. Advanced Life Support – An ALS service is licensed by the Pennsylvania Department of
Health and must meet strict regulations. All ALS services must have a Medical Director
(Physician) who authorizes the service’s Paramedics to practice care. There are two types
of ALS vehicles; an ALS squad is an SUV type vehicle that transports a Paramedic to the
incident scene who then meets with a BLS service to provide care to patient. The second
is an MICU or mobile intensive care unit. That unit is staffed with both an EMT and
Paramedic and can provide all levels of care on all types of calls. Longwood Fire
Company provides both MICU and ALS Squad services.
It should be noted that a new level of provider has been authorized in Pennsylvania. The
Advanced Emergency Medical Technician or AEMT. The AEMT is a mid-level provider who
can perform at an intermediate level between and EMT and a Paramedic. At this time there are
no services using this level of provider.
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Providers of EMS
In Pennsylvania and across the country, there are several different providers of emergency
medical services. They include:
1. Non-Profit – A non-profit service is governed by a board of directors that could be
community members or members of the service. Non-profit ambulance services evolved
in the 1970’s and matured over the years. Many of the services provide ALS, BLS
emergency, non-emergency, Para-transit and other services. Some only provide ALS and
BLS. A variety of funding streams are used for sustainability of non-profit services.
Traditionally, third party billing of private and government insurance has been the
primary source of revenue but as reimbursements have decreased, local government
assistance has increased.
2. Municipal Based – a municipal based ambulance service is owned by a local government
and is funded by tax dollars and third party billing. The municipal based ambulance
service can be fire department based (Philadelphia and Wilkes Barrie) or a separate
department or bureau.
3. Private Corporation – A private ambulance is usually owned by an individual or a
number of individuals who form a corporation. Private ambulance services primarily
provide non-emergency or inter facility transportation at the ALS and BLS level. Some
also provide community 911 services. The primary source of revenue for this type of
service is through third party billing and facility contracts.
4. Fire Department / Non-Profit – In Pennsylvania, non-profit fire departments can also
provide ambulance service. The service is governed by the fire department board of
directors or an EMS committee of the board or members. Fire departments can provide
ALS and BLS and in some cases non-emergency services.
5. Health System / Hospital – Many hospitals began to provide ALS Squad services in the
late 1970’s, 80’s, and 90’s. Those services provided what is called intercept. The local
BLS ambulance was dispatched along with the hospital based ALS squad. They would
meet and the scene or while en-route to the hospital and provide care to the patient. The
hospitals would absorb the cost of these services. In the 2000’s hospitals either began to
expand services into ambulance transportation or to get out of the business altogether. In
the cases where the hospital got out of the EMS business the ALS was usually turned
over to the local ambulance service. Today the services that remain are a department or
division of a hospital.

Emergency Medical Service in the Kennett Area
In the Kennett area with a population of close to 30,000, EMS is provided by two separate
organizations. Kennett Fire Company is a fire department non-profit with a 911 call volume of
1,014. The service provides one BLS ambulance 24 hours per day, seven days a week. The cost
to provide this service is $404,000. The Kennett Fire Company provides standby services for
Kennett Run, the Mushroom Festival and local football games. Longwood Fire Company is a fire
department non-profit with 911 call volume of 2,376. Longwood provides one ALS MICU 24
hours per day, seven days a week and one ALS MICU 10 to 12 hours per day seven days per
week. Longwood also provides a variety of standby EMS services. The total cost to provide
service is $1,134,000.
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*It is important to note that the consultants attempted to separate the EMS costs from
consolidated fire company financial information. The totals reported above may not be
completely accurate.
The Po-Mar-Lin Fire Company provides first responder medical care when dispatched to assist
the Longwood Fire Company EMS.

Examples of Pennsylvania Emergency Medical Services
The following are examples of similar Pennsylvania emergency medical services designs and
deployment models:
A Non-Profit Ambulance Service in Cumberland County serving a population of 20,000 at night
and 30,000 during the day with a 911 call volume of 2,900. The total budget is 1.1 million
dollars and staffs one BLS 24 hours per day seven days per week that costs $475,587 and one
BLS unit 12 hours per day costs $237,797. This ambulance service has an agreement with a local
hospital system to provide ALS service with a Paramedic 24 hours per day seven days a week
who rides on the BLS ambulance. The paramedic cost is covered by the hospital system and
ALS call revenue is split 50/50 between the ambulance service and the hospital system. The
primary municipality provides the ambulance service $26,000 as an annual donation.
A municipal based BLS ambulance service in Cumberland County serving a population of
30,000 at night and 40,000 during the day and has a 911 call volume of 3,500. The total budget is
$1,051,226. The service has one BLS ambulance 24 hours per day, 7 days per week and a 12
hour BLS ambulance, five days a week Monday to Friday. ALS is provided by a local healthcare
system using the intercept model. An intercept SUV is stationed at one of the township’s fire
stations. The municipal government bills insurance companies and covers the remainder of the
EMS budget with tax dollars. There is a joint billing agreement between the BLS and ALS
service.
The healthcare system based emergency medical service provides ALS and BLS coverage to
multiple municipalities in Cumberland County. They provide a wide range of services including
non-emergency, inter-facility and para-transit. They use multiple MICU’s, BLS ambulances, and
intercept SUV’s throughout the system. The cost for one BLS ambulance is $40 per hour for a
total cost of $350,400 per year for 24/7 coverage. For an MICU, the cost is $60 per hour for a
total cost of $525,600 per year for 24/7 coverage. Sixty percent of the services calls are BLS,
forty percent are ALS. To fund the system, the service uses 3rd party insurance billing, a
membership program, and some municipal donations. The system is seeing an increase of
Medicare and Medical Assistance insurance utilization.
A fire based EMS system that is located in York County provides BLS coverage to a population
of 18,161 at night and 25,000 during the day and has a call volume of 1,900. The service has one
BLS ambulance 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. This ambulance is staffed with cross trained
EMT / Firefighters who also perform fire rescue duties during incidents. This department uses a
total of 7 firefighters to staff and ambulance 24/7. The estimated cost for this unit is $492,168.
ALS is provided by a hospital based intercept unit and a joint billing agreement is in place
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between the fire based system and the healthcare system. The service has 1,300 to 1,400 revenue
generating calls that produce $315,000. The collection rate is 80%.
A non-profit ambulance service in Montgomery County serving a population of 28,305 at night
and close to 40,000 during the day and has a 911 call volume 3,335. The organization has a total
budget of $1,335,000. The service has one ALS ambulance 24 hours per day 7 days per week
and one ALS ambulance 12 hours per day 7 days per week. The remaining 12 hours is
occasionally covered by volunteers.
A non-profit advanced life support squad in Chester County serving a population of 70,000 in 18
municipalities covering 225 square miles. The organization works out of two stations and staffs
two units 24/7 with two Paramedics running 2,957 calls. The organization has a 1.2 million
dollar operating budget. The organization works with three BLS services and has a joint billing
agreement with each. The organization uses four sources of funding, health insurance
reimbursement, municipal tax dollars, a fund drive, and donations. The organization receives
1/10 of a mill from 13 of the 18 municipalities and a donation from the remainder or the
municipalities. The municipal funds generate $375,000.

Trends in Pennsylvania EMS
The Ambulance Association of Pennsylvania has long been an advocate for all types of
ambulance services. To provide members of the Kennett area fire / EMS evaluation committee
an outline of the current issues facing EMS, I have included remarks from a recent Veteran’s
Affairs and Emergency Preparedness Committee testimony:
Chairman Vulakovich, Chairman Barrar, Chairman Costa, Chairman Sainato and members of the
committees, thank you for this opportunity to come before you today to discuss our concerns on
pressing issues facing the Emergency Medical Services (EMS) provider community of this
Commonwealth and current legislation before the General Assembly.
My name is Dean Bollendorf and I am the President of the Ambulance Association of
Pennsylvania (AAP). Accompanying me today is Don DeReamus, Board Member and
Legislative Chair. This is my volunteer job. More importantly, I am the Vice President of
Healthfleet Ambulance. We come before you today to attest that, if the EMS System in this
Commonwealth was a patient, it would be on life support and we would be investigating
palliative care options.
To validate this statement we offer two huge alarms that sounded within the past week. First,
TransCare Corp., with locations in Pennsylvania, New York and Delaware who once serviced
the Philadelphia market until September 2015 and Pittsburgh until this February 26th shut down
all service and has filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy protection. Secondly Falck, who serviced
eastern Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia market, announced it will cease all operations in
Pennsylvania after June 2016. Why is this alarming and a precursor to the demise of the health
of EMS Agencies in this Commonwealth?
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Falck, a multi-national corporation serving 18 countries with 2200 ambulances and revenues of
120 million dollars released the following statement to their employees:
“Although we have reshaped our business profile and exceeded customer expectations by
providing unparalleled service to our clients, the market dynamics in Pennsylvania and lack of
sufficient reimbursement from government and third party payers have made it impossible for us
to continue our service delivery model to our valued customers. Without proper compensation
from those who ultimately pay for the services we provide, we are unable to sustain providing
high caliber ambulance and medical transportation in a timely, reliable and safe manner.
Therefore we are unable to continue providing services in the Pennsylvania market after June
2016.”
Why should members be concerned with these events? These are two large for-profit
corporations serving multiple states with deep pockets and equity firm backing who exploit
economies of scale. They could not survive in today’s EMS healthcare environment in the
Commonwealth. Your community or municipal EMS Agency is in a similar situation except we
don’t answer to shareholders; we answer to our community, our family and our traditions of
compassion and care. An EMS Agency departure from an emergency response area directly
impacts a community with increased response times or possibly no response by the local EMS.
This, by itself, impacts access to emergency treatment and non-emergency medical
transportation. Regionally, the decrease of available ambulance resources directly affects
emergency management and their ability to adequately backfill and respond to multiple
simultaneous incidents or a mass casualty scenario. Again, this is reducing access to care in
critical situations, and quite frankly is happening today.
So why does EMS find itself in this situation? The General Assembly declared in Section §8101
of the EMS Systems Act that “emergency medical services are an essential public service and
frequently the health care safety net for many Commonwealth residents.” Notwithstanding this
declaration, EMS, unlike our police and fire brothers and sisters, receives little to no municipal
support or tax revenues, has no parity in state or federal grant funding and is seeing cuts in
Emergency Medical Services Operating Fund (EMSOF) annually. Regardless, we responded
and recorded over 1.8 million patient contacts.
We receive below cost reimbursement from government and the majority of third-party payers
for the healthcare services EMS must provide by statute, the leader of that grouping being
Medical Assistance. We endure high co-payments and extremely high deductibles since the
enactment of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). The Commonwealth’s expansion of Medicaid by
Governor Wolf under the ACA has also resulted in over half a million new enrollees.
Ambulance services to Medicaid recipients present the lowest reimbursement per call and use
EMS more than anyone else. Highmark is reducing contracted payments 4.5% for physicians
and 2% for ambulance providers as a result of underestimating their risk and anticipate losses of
$500 million. Co-payments for ambulance service approach half of the fee schedule or more.
Deductibles and co-payments have become a huge challenge for the EMS community from a
collection standpoint.
Recent information reported in a Tribune-Review article cited an Allegheny County EMS
Council survey that found of the 34 EMS agencies responding, 75 percent reported a financial
loss in the last three years, one third do not receive funding from their municipality and the
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average collection was 43 percent. Allegheny County was once served by 132 EMS Agencies, it
now has 44. Many EMS Agencies have gone out of business, reduced service or are running
huge deficits including one county-wide service who reported a $1.44 million operating deficit
last year. Fayette County once had 27 EMS Agencies now 7, Northampton County 27, now 14.
These are typical of findings in every County in the Commonwealth.
Our workforce has deteriorated over the decades as volunteerism has declined and services have
transitioned to volunteer and/or career staff to meet regulatory staffing standards for 24 hours a
day, 7 days-a-week service. Millennials and Generation Zs are not entering EMS as a career but
use it as a stepping stone to other healthcare professions or just bypassing the field altogether
because of the poor wages, long hours or difficult, and at many times, a hazardous work
environment. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration is now studying Fatigue in
EMS as many providers are working multiple shifts or going from service to service without rest
just to survive in today’s economy. Food service workers in New York City are now making
more money than people saving lives in this Commonwealth. Our EMS providers deserve better
wages, but when you are reimbursed for your services below the cost of providing that service,
you don’t get to choose between regulatory required equipment, expendable supplies and
vehicles to maintain a license versus what you can afford to pay your staff.
Training that was once available at little or no cost as a part of Community College funding, now
averages from about $700.00 for a basic EMT to $10,000.00 for a paramedic and significantly
more should they pursue a college degree. The availability of training is extremely sparse in
rural areas of this Commonwealth. We lose potential volunteers and future career staff due to
the time constraints and the distance they must travel to obtain EMS training. Representative
Martin Causer (R-Turtlepoint) has convened a Rural EMS Task Force in his area where many of
these issues have been raised and believes rural EMS is on the verge of collapse. In the urban or
suburban environment where training is more available, training costs are even higher.
In summary, EMS services are failing financially:
a) Rarely receive financial support from the municipalities legally bound to provide those
services to their residents,
b) Receive the least amount of grant funding compared to police and fire, have a much
larger utilization than fire,
c) Cannot attract, train or retain a viable workforce for many factors, and
d) Receive below cost reimbursement from the majority of healthcare payers, especially
Medicare and Medicaid.
While we have painted a grim picture here, we would like to acknowledge that both the House
and Senate Veterans Affairs and Emergency Preparedness Committees are aware of our struggles
and have worked diligently with EMS stakeholders on behalf of the EMS provider community.
Members, we thank you.
It wouldn’t be fair to paint such a grim picture without providing solutions for your
consideration. These solutions are a transition from the honorable volunteer incentives of the
past. Instead, they are targeted toward financial solutions directed at below cost reimbursement,
expansion from traditional roles, parity in grant funding, prioritization and funding to EMS and
emergency services training for lower tiered emergency responders.
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The greatest impact the General Assembly could take to influence the financial decay of EMS in
this Commonwealth would be by increasing the Medical Assistance (MA) reimbursement base
rates and mirroring the Medicare payment guidelines for loaded mileage. Presently, MA
reimburses $120 for basic life support and $200 for advanced life support and $2 per mile after
the first 20 loaded miles. As previously mentioned with the cessation of ambulance services in
Philadelphia by Falck, it was cited that ambulance operators have complained widely that rates,
such as the $120 reimbursement from managed care Medicaid companies and Medicaid, is too
low and will lead to the collapse of the industry.
This below cost MA payment for ambulance service pays only 50% of what Medicare
reimburses for each level of service. The GAO has shown in 2007 and again in 2012 that
Medicare payments were 6% below cost on a national level and 17% below cost in “super rural”
areas, so in essence, MA remits 56% to 67% below our cost of providing the service. Who can
provide a service, possibly recoup half of its costs and survive? No one.
The expansion of MA under Governor Wolf is increasing this pool of well below cost
reimbursements to ambulance services. MA recipients are more likely to contact 911 or access
the healthcare environment based on a population more likely to become ill, and the associated
new found covered access. Coupled with an imprudent decision by MA resulting in the loss of
reimbursement for loaded mileage, the ambulance provider community in this Commonwealth is
essentially providing services to Medicaid beneficiaries free of charge.
Medical Assistance EMS billing regulations are outdated and archaic. They actually contradict
the current EMS Systems Act and regulations in both practice and interpretation. What this
means is that the Commonwealth’s EMS providers are following the most current and
progressive EMS clinical protocols but the MA program doesn’t recognize any changes made in
the past three decades. During recent MA retrospective audits, our providers have been
penalized for following the current EMS Systems Act and regulations by having their
reimbursement…what little it is…denied because of those conflicts. We have attempted several
times to engage the Department of Human Services to explore avenues of remedy regarding
payment, policy and regulatory language but get lost in the basement of bureaucracy routinely
receiving conflicting responses from different Bureaus. We need relief from Medical Assistance
and their below cost reimbursement today. The most recent GAO agrees with our assertion.
(GAO-16-238, February 2016, Nonemergency Medical Transportation – Updated Medicaid
Guidance Could Help States.)
Another positive step the General Assembly could take to influence the day to day finances of
EMS would be the passing of Chairman Barrar’s House Bill 339. House Bill 339, now residing
in the Senate Banking and Insurance Committee, would reimburse EMS Agencies for services
provided, even if the patient is not transported to definitive care. All government and most third
party insurers pay for transportation only. We are healthcare providers not a taxi service. The
denial of payment for services rendered without transportation essentially denies beneficiaries
the advantage of health insurance coverage. The treatment of a patient’s condition, with medical
oversight when required, also saves the healthcare industry the cost of transportation to a
hospital. As an example: Statewide protocols developed from evidenced based medicine permit
the release of the resolved episode of low blood sugar or the cessation of an extended
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resuscitation, as under most circumstances, transportation to and additional cost of evaluation at
an emergency room would be redundant.
This is a Commonwealth. Local Municipalities need to take on a greater role in the provision of
EMS in their communities outside of merely designating a primary provider to satisfy Borough,
Township or City Code. When the EMS thrived in the late 1980s and 1990s, municipalities were
the beneficiaries of fierce competition amongst EMS Agencies who would offer their services
for no municipal financial obligation to gain territory or business. For emergency services that
rely on 911 call volume, territory and call volume are the drivers of financial health. This
mindset still exists today with municipalities and the EMS provider community. Today, EMS
Agencies fear asking municipalities for financial assistance. They fear the municipality will bid
out that very same territory they covered for decades, just to save a buck. Municipalities have
the ability to disburse some of their Local Services Tax (LST) to EMS. We commend
Representative Tallman for proposing House Bill 161 that would add an additional $5 tax to the
Local Tax Enabling Act to fund fire and EMS. If municipalities sit on the sidelines merely
selecting providers and fail to actively participate in the provision of EMS in their community,
the time may come where no one will respond to their calls or that response will be lengthy.
EMS, clearly and arguably, is the most utilized public safety service second only to police
services, yet they receive no parity in grant funding on a state or federal level. Act 78 of 2012,
our current Volunteer Fire and Ambulance Services Grant Program, sunsets on June 30, 2016
and authorized 80% of the total grant amount appropriated be used for making grants to fire
companies. While fire companies outnumber EMS organizations in the Commonwealth, EMS
has far greater utilization and should enjoy parity in grant funding. We would also propose that
the definition for Volunteer Ambulance Services be changed to mirror the definition of EMS
Agency in Act 37 of 2009 with the caveat that the EMS Agency is designated as a primary
provider under Act 7, 8, 9 and 31 of 2008. Grant money should not be withheld from EMS
Agencies saving lives because of their municipal subsidies or corporate structure.
We need the support of the General Assembly in essential healthcare reform and innovative
initiatives to ensure the inclusion of emergency medical services, including but not limited to:
a) Workforce development,
b) Health information technology,
c) Transitional care coordination,
d) Telemedicine, and
e) Mobile integrated healthcare and community paramedicine.
EMS Agencies should be encouraged to expand their care delivery options beyond traditional
911 responses and transport. Partnerships and collaborations with other provider groups
including hospital, healthcare systems, Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs), home health
agencies, hospice groups, public health and social worker with similar geographic service areas
could provide new revenue streams and sustainability for a system that is already in place,
serving its community. We commend Representative Bizzarro for his introduction of House Bill
1113 to codify community paramedicine and develop a reimbursement stream. While neither
EMS Stakeholders nor the Bureau of EMS has developed consensus on this issue, when
obtained, we will gladly assist you going forward.
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The General Assembly and Administration needs to address EMS workforce development and
retention. A decade or two ago the Department of Education changed the funding formulas for
Community Colleges permitting them to utilize funding for designated seats for local emergency
services training. Volunteers previously gave a signed document to the Bursar’s office from the
Chief Officer of an EMS Agency and they were granted enrollment into a program at no cost
except possibly for books. Volunteers were once the backbone of the EMS System in this
Commonwealth and still provide a precious resource and are the driving force in sustaining rural
EMS. Requiring volunteers to fund training for basic entry level EMS certifications or travel
long distances to obtain that training is hastening the demise of rural EMS in this
Commonwealth.
Finally, the Pennsylvania Insurance Department is floating proposed draft legislation for the
prohibition of surprise balance billing. Should this legislation ever see the light of day it must
exempt emergency medical services. EMS cannot be and should not be lumped in with other
“traditional” healthcare provider groups. The EMS provider community has spent more than a
decade negotiating with several Administrations, the General Assembly and the Insurance
Industry for direct reimbursement. A partial product of these negotiations was codified in Act 84
of 2015, which provided the EMS community an option to join a registry and voluntarily enter
into a third party insurer’s network specifically to receive direct reimbursement as an out of
network provider; however, if one chooses to join, they are prohibited from balance billing the
patient. Under this law, an EMS Agency may choose not to join the registry, based on their
business needs, and continue to balance-bill. While this does not totally ban “surprise balance
billing”, as the Department is proposing, it may limit the amount of exposure consumers will see
from EMS agencies going forward.
There is no magic wand that will fix our issues. The viability of the EMS System in this
Commonwealth rests on gaining adequate reimbursement from the majority of healthcare payers,
including Medicare and Medicaid, more involvement and support from the municipalities, parity
in grant funding, expanded roles with disease management and public health through healthcare
reform and innovation and the training and retention or an adequate workforce. We’re
depending on you to help solve these problems.
Again, we thank you for the opportunity to address the Committees regarding EMS pressing
issues and current legislation. We are pleased to answer any questions the members may have.

EMS Model for the Kennett Area
Based on a review of historical data, the municipalities in the Kennett Area generate an estimated
2,300 to 2,500 calls for EMS. This includes ALS, BLS, and vehicle accidents. Not all of those
calls generate revenue. We believe that municipal funding will be necessary to sustain an EMS
organization.
Based upon the Unit Hour analysis, current call volume and review of similar systems it is
reasonable to estimate that the area can be served with the following:
 1 ALS MICU 24 hours per day, 7 days per week
 1 ALS MICU 12 hours per day, 7 days per week
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1 BLS Ambulance 12 hours per day, 7 days per week
1BLS Quick Response Vehicle 24 hours per day, 7 days per week (Po-Mar-Lin)

*The QRS can be used throughout the service area when the MICU and BLS units are committed
on calls. The national average for missed calls is 15 to 20 percent.
As noted in the report a standard of cover (SOC) or response time (time of dispatch to when the
ambulance arrives at the incident scene) should developed and monitored. Currently there is no
county-wide or area standard. We do know the public expects a reasonably rapid response to
emergencies.

EXAMPLE of EMS Options for the Kennett Area
The options are not listed in priority.
1. Continue current operations
a. Pros
i. None
b. Cons
i. Duel administrative costs
ii. Uncoordinated operational functions
iii. Different levels of care
iv. Cost will continue to increase
2. Assign Longwood Fire Company as primary provider of ALS and BLS
a. Pros
i. Single provider for entire area
ii. Coordinated operational functions
iii. Integrated with local fire company
iv. Standard level of care (BLS and ALS)
b. Cons
i. Cost
ii. EMS integrated with the fire service
3. Upgrade Kennett Fire Company to an ALS service
a. Pros
i. Keep service local
b. Cons
i. Cost
ii. Duplication of service already provided
4. Contract all EMS operations to a private company or non-profit
a. Pros
i. Initially cost may be less
b. Cons
i. Less local control
ii. Decisions based on business model/financial aspects
iii. Can leave area based on business model
iv. Not integrated with fire service
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5. Establish a new stand-alone non-profit EMS organization
a. Pros
i. May be more cost effective in the long term
ii. Service can expand into other healthcare opportunities
b. Cons
i. Initial start-up costs
ii. Concerns about continuing sustainability
When the time arrives to begin decision-making an RFP (Request for Proposal) should be
released to evaluate options at that time.
EMS agencies enter into a “verbal agreement” with the municipalities. The county outlines how
the agency will respond to a dispatch (ALS or BLS). All agencies indicate that the first unit
responding meets the agreement and will have at a minimum, BLS response level or an ALS.
During meetings with various groups and individuals, a significant discussion point was that
portions of the area may receive different service level capability, ALS or BLS, than others for
emergency medical calls. The overriding theme from all interested parties was for a consistent
level of EMS service to be provided at the ALS service level.
The two response agencies reportedly utilize a mix of paid and volunteer staff and are structured,
staff and response based upon historical practice.
Significant concern was expressed about long-term viability and consistent service delivery as
well as pricing costs.
Upon review of the individual facility EMS staffing, the project team feels the nature of the
staffing models in use results in more staffing than is actually required and there are more units
in service than are necessary.
In general, verbal input received from almost all sources indicated a general satisfaction in the
overall dispatching, EMS protocols in place and the quality of care being provided.
There were multiple sources of staff data. These included the information provided by the
agencies themselves and data from County Emergency Management records.
When evaluating staffing, the most appropriate tool to use is the Unit Hour Utilization rate
(UHU). The UHU is determined by determining the amount of the time the unit is “busy” and
dividing by the total available hours. For example, if a unit runs 500 calls and each call is 1 hour
10 minutes and the unit is available 24 hours a day, the formula is:
500 x 1.16 (70 minutes /60 minutes) divided by 24 x 365
580 / 8760 = 0.066 UHU
These analyses of historical data and collective performance lead to the ability to more
efficiently review staffing and performance. The information provided was recalculated to define
a unit hour utilization rate (UHU rate). The UHU calculation can then be compared to national
benchmarks of performance requirements and the need for staffing adjustments While there are
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at least two UHU calculation models in the industry, they both indicate that additional staffing
should be contemplated when the UHU reaches .30 to .40, with burnout of staff beginning at .50
UHU.
The current UHU for the Kennett area is calculated to be .11, which is well within
operational norms for the delivery of Emergency Medical Services.
The UHU for each EMS agency, based on the data provided to VFIS-ETC is calculated below.
The data can then be utilized to better determine what resources are needed to meet the out of
hospital care to be provided by the emergency medical services delivery system.
Unit Hour Utilization Calculations – Current Deployment 2015 Statistics
Total
2015
Total Call
Station
Available
UHU
Time
Hours
Calculation
Longwood
1,339.2
13,140
=.106
Kennett
486.31
8,760
=.06
This calculation supports recommendation made elsewhere in this report regarding restructuring
of EMS apparatus.

RECOMMENDATIONS

16-10

Designate a single provider of emergency medical services.
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Personnel
The Fire Companies in the Kennett area serve the six municipalities with approximately 110
volunteers. In this day and age when it is more and more difficult to recruit and retain volunteers
for any activity, the fire company is finding a way to sustain members. However, it is more and
more challenging to recruit and retain members.
The response data indicates an average of 4 to 6 members responding to daytime calls and 6 to
10 members responding to nighttime calls for each station. This level of response obviously
limits what can and cannot be accomplished at emergencies and is validated by the incident
response data of the fire company, to be limited.
There had been a practice of township employees who are volunteer firefighters (in municipal
government) being permitted to respond to incidents in the township during working hours.
This can be effectively implemented as has been the case in numerous suburban Philadelphia
communities to supplement staff. While not always available in full complement, the ability to
respond quickly to major events provides value to both the community and the fire company. It
is reported two members of the road crew are firefighters, and consideration should be given to
the use in some fashion.
Personnel represent the most significant resource of the fire company’s services. Without trained
people who are willing to respond to emergencies, raise funds, perform maintenance work, and
train, there would be a mammoth challenge to assuring the safety of the people and properties of
the township. Unfortunately, like many similar communities, less time to volunteer, more calls,
more required training, and expanded fund raising needs are all reported to be situations
challenging the staffing of the company.
Based upon the information provided, there are some 30 members staffing at minimum, three
pumpers, and one rescue/ladder, a cost savings calculation can be made to determine the savings
to the taxpayers of the three communities, by using a volunteer system. The National Volunteer
Fire Council’s (NVFC), Volunteer Fire Service Cost Savings Calculator, computes this savings
(for salaries and benefits of firefighter/EMTs) to be approximately $3,500,000 to the area, for
staffing alone. The NVFC Cost Savings Calculator was created by St. Joseph’s University
Graduate Program in Public Safety and Environmental Protection with the following objectives:
 Develop a model to calculate the cost savings of an emergency service organization.
 Develop a model power-point slide presentation for an emergency service, organization
to use with elected officials and public groups to promote their service and the value
created by the service.
 Develop a projection of annualized savings of volunteer Emergency Service
Organizations within the United States.
The study found the savings, nationwide, to be $37 billion. The program and additional
information can be found at www.nvfc.com.
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As noted in the introduction section of this report: DEMOGRAPHIC DATA IS
CONSISTENT WITH AND SUGGESTS THE NATURE OF THE COMMUNITY IS ONE
WHERE THE POPULATION WOULD SUPPORT AND BE INVOLVED AS
VOLUNTEERS IN THE COMMUNITY FIRE DEPARTMENT.
With regard to Recruitment and Retention activities, there was no structure to the process,
individually or collectively. The fire company indicated they conduct a variety of activities, but
gave no baseline for goals, expectations, or consolidated approach to the process of recruitment
and retention. Without a comprehensive approach to recruiting and retaining members, that is
local in design and responsive to member’s needs, the continuation of an all-volunteer system for
the long-term is questionable. Junior members are a component of the organization. A potential
Recruitment and Retention Plan for implementation is included in this section.
Experience has found that reaching out into the community for an active business leader or
human resource professional, or a retired member of the community to serve as the coordinator
of recruitment and retention activities is a viable solution for leadership of the activity. It is
recommended that the fire company pursue this option.
The websites, in today’s world, are a critical communication tool with the public. In addition it
serves as a primary recruiting tool in most communities. The website’s reappearance is an
important component of communication and recruitment and needs to be re-established as
quickly as possible.
Personnel information maintained by the fire company is basic and adequate. Long-term, a
common set of informational components and a standardized format should be developed,
including what should be maintained electronically and what should be maintained in paper
fashion. Copies of these records should be maintained by a single focal point for the company.
Personnel/training records, medical related information and disciplinary information are all
maintained and are done so in separate files. For example, there are no standards for minimum
documents, for maintenance in personnel files. A proposed recommendation is provided as well
as sample forms (under separate cover).
Training was commented on as a key aspect of fire service need and performance, yet existing
governance and procedural documents have minimal training requirements for members. It was
reported that 80% of the membership has completed the “Firefighter I” training certification
program, consistent with state and national guidelines. This is commendable. The existing
training requirements were found to include:
 First Aid/CPR
 Hazardous Materials Operations
 NIMS 100, 200, 700, 800
A more comprehensive approach to training requirements is provided as a recommended model
in this section of the report. Since there no mandatory training in Pennsylvania, this is simply a
recommended practice.
Background Checks are reportedly conducted using the Pennsylvania State Police system.
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Physical Exams are not required of members in Kennett and Po-Mar-Lin Fire Companies.
Longwood FC requires physical exams in accordance with NFPA 1582.
Should a member be restricted in performance due to an injury, a return-to-work note from the
physician is reportedly required. Individual vital signs are recorded and sealed in individual
firefighter accountability tags.
A department health and safety officer is reportedly designated and a safety officer is appointed,
when deemed needed.
There is no mutual training between Longwood, Po-Mar-Lin and Kennett. However Kennett and
Po-Mar-Lin along with other automatic aid companies have conducted training together.
There are no common Standard Operation Guidelines between the departments. This limits
operational effectiveness and safety in emergencies.

RECOMMENDATIONS

16-11

Develop and implement a comprehensive approach to the recruitment and retention of an adequate volunteer force of competent fire and
rescue service personnel. Coupled with this should be minimal criteria for membership.

16-12

Develop a standardized set of data and documents to be maintained for each member, by each company. This should include, as a
minimum, an application, physician’s release to perform firefighter duties, computerizing the training information, driver license, working
papers, etc., as deemed appropriate. Sample information and forms are provided in VFIS safety and management forms which are
forwarded under separate cover.

16-13

Develop a plan with a goal to assure a minimum level of staffing will be achieved. This can be by automatic aid planning, duty crew,
municipal employee response, or “live-in” status. The decision relies solely upon the staff and officers as to what type of system they will be
comfortable with.

16-14

A plan should be developed and implemented to obtain physical examinations of all members on a periodic basis to assure the well-being
of members, consistent with various national standards.

16-15

Interagency training and standard operating guidelines sharing should be implemented to enhance operational effectiveness and safety.
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Example of Training Requirements by Position

HM Awareness

HM Operations

Infectious Control

Exterior Firefighter

Interior Firefighter

CPR/AED

NIMS

ICS*

EVOC

VRT

First Responder

EMT

Pump Operation

Qualified App. Operator

Basic Fire Police

(Recommended for long term implementation)

Chief

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

-

Deputy Chief

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

-

Assistant Chief(s)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

-

Captain(s)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

-

Lieutenants(s)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

-

Rescue Officer

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

-

X

-

Senior Firefighter(s)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

-

-

-

-

Firefighter(s)

X

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

-

-

-

-

Probation Firefighter(s)

X

-

X

-

-

X

X

X

X

-

-

-

X

X

-

Apparatus Operator(s)

X

-

X

-

-

X

X

X

X

-

-

-

X

X

-

Fire Police

X

-

X

-

-

X

X

X

X

-

-

-

X

-

X

EMS

X

-

X

-

-

X

X

X

-

X

-

X

-

X

-

NOTE: Anyone may be responsible for a task that may be within the ICS and should be
understanding of the system. ICS is required by NIMS (IC 100, IC 200, IC 700)
NOTE: Physical Exams required should be established by age.
NOTE: Fire Officer I Equivalent includes: Tactics and Strategy, Instructor, and Supervision
classes.
*18 Years of Age for Vehicle under 10,000 GVW
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Example of Officer Requirements by Position

Twp. Company
Experience (YRS)

Resident in or within 1.5
miles of Township
Boundaries

Chief

7

5

X

25

Assistant Chief**

5

3

X

24

Captain

2

2

X

22

Lieutenants

2

2

X

21

Senior Firefighter

1

2

-

21

Firefighter

1

1

-

18

Probation Firefighter

0

0

-

18***

1

1

-

21

0

0

X

18

Apparatus Operator
(Cease driving at age 70)

Fire Police

Minimum Age

Fire Service Experience
(YRS)

(Recommended for long term implementation)

**An Assistant Chief must serve one year as a Lieutenant
***Junior/Probation Firefighters may be younger than 18, but must meet PA Child Labor Law
requirements
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RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION STRATEGIC PLAN
FOR THE
KENNETT AREA VOLUNTEER FIRE COMPANIES
CHESTER COUNTY, PA

In today’s world, whether an organization is totally volunteer, a combination services or
paid/career; recruiting and retaining quality personnel is challenging, time consuming and critical
to sustaining effective operations.
As part of this project, the following information was developed to assist the Kennett Area
Volunteer Fire Companies in enhancing their recruitment and retention efforts. Recruiting
members to meet the needs of the organization and then keeping those individuals involved in
the service is critical to sustaining the value brought to the community through neighbors helping
neighbors.
The following chart provides an approach for use by the organization to plan its recruitment and
retention activities. A reference text with support details and other useful tools for
implementation is provided under separate cover.
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2017 – 2018 Recruitment and Retention Plan
Activity
1. Assign a
Recruitment &
Retention
Committee, and
develop
benchmarks for
success
2. Implement
Everyone Get One
Campaign
3. Conduct Junior
Firefighter
Recruiting Drive in
High School
4. Determine other
possible initiatives
from Volunteer
Recruitment &
Retention Manual”
provided
5. Poll members of
additional
incentives of
interest to members
6. Implement
incentives of
interest to members
7. Develop budget for
2017 Recruitment &
Retention Initiatives
8. Develop bonus
program for
firefighters
completing
certification/% of
responses
TBD – Local Issues
TBD – Local Issues
Create 2018 Plan based
on success and failure
in 2019

Timing
3/17

Resource & Location
Use program criteria from
support documents

3/16
through
2/18
9/17

Use program criteria from
support documents

6/17

“USFA Recruitment and
Retention Manual”

3/17

Use program criteria from
support documents

6/17
through
12/18
9/16

Local Sources

Responsibility

Status

Use program criteria from
support documents

12/16

12/17
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SUGGESTED
STRATEGIC PLANNING
ACTIONS
(By year)
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Kennett Area
EMS/Fire Protection Strategic Actions
2017
Task

Report
Recommendation

Agreement on and initiation
of an inter-local
government agreement for
EMS and fire services
Agree and standard funding
formula
Implement standard
approach to reporting /
budgeting
Develop a service delivery
statement
Implement Policies for
Whistleblower and Conflict
of Interest
Begin utilizing CO-STARS
for fire company purchases
Develop and initiate Interagency training
Develop an area wide
annual report

Responsibility

Status/Comment

Municipal Elected
Officials

16-03

16-01

Municipal Elected
Officials
Inter-local admin
group and 3 Fire
Companies
Inter-local admin
group and 3 Fire
Companies

16-08

3 Fire Companies

16-09

3 Fire Companies

16-15

3 Fire Chiefs

06-04

Inter-local admin
group
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Kennett Area
EMS/Fire Protection Strategic Actions
2018
Task
Initiate single provider
EMS System
Develop an area-wide
strategic procedure/
guideline to manage
emergency operations.
Annually inspect fire
stations per report
recommendation and forms
provided
Implement process for 3
fire companies to jointly
develop and institute
SOG’s
Implement Recruitment &
Retention Plan per report
guideline and develop
standardized member
document file

Report
Recommendation

Responsibility

16-10

Inter-local
admin group

16-02

3 Fire Chiefs

16-05

3 Fire Companies

16-07

3 Fire Chiefs

16-11 and 12

Inter-local admin
group and 3 Fire
Chiefs
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Kennett Area
EMS/Fire Protection Strategic Actions
2019
Task
Develop/Implement a
process for determining
apparatus need/replacement
Implement a plan to assure
minimum level of staffing
will be achieved
Implement member
physicals

Report
Recommendation

Responsibility

16-06

Inter-local admin
group and 3 Fire
Chiefs

16-13

Inter-local admin
group and 3 Fire
Chiefs

16-14

3 Fire Chiefs
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Kennett Area
EMS/Fire Protection Strategic Actions
2019
Task

Report
Recommendation

Re-visit and modify if
necessary, the inter-local
agreement
Jointly develop/revise 12
SOGs for 3 company use
Annually inspect fire
stations per report
recommendation and forms
provided

Responsibility

Status/Comment

Municipal Elected
Officials

16-11

3 Fire Chiefs

16-07

3 Fire Companies
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1

Inter-Local Government Agreement Sample

Appendix 2

Sample Pre-Emergency Planning Format

Appendix 3

Sample Departmental Annual Report

Appendix 4

Strategic Guidelines for Fireground Operations

Appendix 5

Recommended Administrative Standard Operating Guidelines

Appendix 6

Kennett Area Assisted Living / Specialty Facilities

Appendix 7

Project Team

Appendix 8

References
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APPENDIX 1
INTER-LOCAL GOVERNMENT
AGREEMENT SAMPLES
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APPENDIX 2
SAMPLE PRE-EMERGENCY
PLANNING FORMAT
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KENNETT AREA EMS/FIRE
FACILITY PRE-PLANNING REPORT
I. GENERAL INFORMATION
ADDRESS _____________________________________________ DATE ____________________
TYPE OCCUPANCY ______________________________________________________________
BUSINESS NAME _________________________________________________________________
TELEPHONE: BUSINESS ________________________ EMERGENCY _____________________
NAME AND ADDRESS OF OCCUPANT _____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER _________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION __________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
BUILDING DIMENSIONS: LENGTH ___________ WIDTH __________ # FLOORS __________
STRUCTURAL NOTES (FIRE WALLS, BREACHES, ETC.) _________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
DOLLAR STOCK CONCENTRATION:
STOCK
SQ. FT. STOCK/BLDG. VALUE
BUILDING _______________
TOTAL
COMMENTS: ____________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
II. UTILITIES
HEAT: TYPE ______________ SIZE ______________ LOCATION (H) _____________________
COOL: TYPE ______________ SIZE ______________ LOCATION (C) ____________________
GAS SHUT-OFF (G) LOCATION ____________________________________________________
CO. NAME/PHONE NO. _______________________________________________________
ELECTRIC SHUT-OFF LOCATION (EL) _______________________________________________
CO. NAME/PHONE NO. _______________________________________________________
STEAM/OTHER SHUT-OFF LOCATION (S) ____________________________________________
CO. NAM/PHONE NO. ________________________________________________________
WATER SHUT-OFF LOCATION (W) __________________________________________________
CO. NAME/PHONE NO. _______________________________________________________
COMMENTS: ____________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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III. EXTERIOR
OBSTRUCTIONS:
FENCES
VEHICLES
WIRES
WALLS
EQUIPMENT
TREES
GATES
PRODUCTS
SIGNS
OTHER/COMMENT ___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
EXPOSURES:
N: CONSTRUCTION _________________ HEIGHT ___________ DISTANCE ____________
OCCUPANCY _____________________________________________________________
S: CONSTRUCTION _________________ HEIGHT ___________ DISTANCE ____________
OCCUPANCY _____________________________________________________________
E: CONSTRUCTION _________________ HEIGHT ___________ DISTANCE ____________
OCCUPANCY _____________________________________________________________
W: CONSTRUCTION ________________ HEIGHT _________ DISTANCE ______________
OCCUPANCY _____________________________________________________________
IV. WATER SUPPLY
SOURCE __________________________________________ TYPE _________________________
HYDRANT LOCATION/GPM AVAILABLE ___________________________________________
GPM NEEDED:
1. BUILDING LENGTH X WIDTH + 1,000
10
= _______
2. (HT. IN STORIES – 1) X 500
= _______
3. EXPOSURES 0’ – 30’ = 2,000 31’ – 60’ = 1,500
= _______
61’ – 90’ = 1,000 91’ +
= 500
= _______
4. IF NONHAZARDOUS OCCUPANCY, SUBTRACT ¼ OF (1 + 2 + 3)
5. IF FIRE RESISTIVE OR SEMI-FIRE RESISTIVE BUILDING,
SUBTRACT 1/3 OF (1 + 2 + 3)
6. IF BUILDING IS AUTOMATICALLY SPRINKLERED,
SUBTRACT 1/10 OF (1 + 2 + 3)
GPM TOTAL REQUIRED
GPM AVAILABLE
GPM EXCESS OR (NEEDED)

= _______
=(

)

=(

)

_________
_________
_________

COMMENTS _____________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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V. OTHER PROTECTION
F.D. CONNECTION A.S.
F.D. CONNECTION STDP.
EXTINGUISHERS
___________________________________________________________
OTHER
____________________________________________________________________
(NOTE ON DIAGRAM AS APPROPRIATE)
HOUSEKEEPING: GOOD

FAIR

POOR

SPECIAL HAZARDS/LOCATION/CONTROLLED (YES/NO)
* _____________________/_________________________/___________________
* _____________________/_________________________/___________________
* _____________________/_________________________/___________________
* _____________________/_________________________/___________________
VI. TACTICAL CONCERNS
RESCUE:
HIGHLY POPULATED AREAS ____________________________________________________
NEED FOR ____________________________________________________________________
INVALIDS _____________________________________________________________________
HOW TO ACCOMPLISH________________________________________________________
FORCIBLE ENTRY/VENTILATION:
ACCESS POINTS ______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
LOCKING METHODS __________________________________________________________
FORCING METHODS __________________________________________________________
BLIND OPENINGS _____________________________________________________________
FALSE CEILINGS/COCKLOFTS __________________________________________________
POSSIBLE FIRE TRAVEL ROUTES ____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
METHODS TO CONTROL FIRE TRAVEL ______________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
POTENTIAL MAN-TRAPS/DROP-OFFS ______________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
ROOF LEVEL: CONSTRUCTION CONCERNS _________________________________________
NOTE ON DRAWING: SCUTTLE HOLES _____ SKYLIGHTS _____ PENTHOUSE _____
HEAVY OBJECTS _____ PARAPETS _____
VENTS _____
OTHER ________________________________________________

COMMENTS _____________________________________________________________________
ADJOINING STRUCTURE USE ______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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LOCATION/TYPE OF: (INCLUDE ON DRAWINGS)
STAIRWAYS ___________________________________________________________________
ELEVATORS (E) ________________________________________________________________
FIRE ESCAPES _________________________________________________________________
EVACUATION CONCERNS _______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
SALVAGE NEEDS ________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
VII. POTENTIAL NON-FIRE EMERGENCIES
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
FLOOD
WINDSTORM/TORNADO
EARTHQUAKE
VEHICLE
SNOW
BOMB
_______ OTHER
__________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
EMERGENCY MEDICAL NEEDS ____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
VIII. GENERAL COMMENTS
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
IX. BUILDING PLANS
PLOT (SHOW RELATIONSHIPS OF BUILDING, STREET, EXPOSURES, WATER SUPPLY)
FLOOR (SHOW FOR EACH FLOOR: ROOMS, WALLS, DOORS, AND KEY ACCESS POINTS)
ROOF (SHOW LOCATION OF ALL OBJECTS)
TACTICAL (SHOW TACTICAL APPROACH TO INCIDENT)
MIX AND MATCH TO SHOW BEST DESCRIPTION
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APPENDIX 3
SAMPLE DEPARTMENTAL
ANNUAL REPORT
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APPENDIX 4
STRATEGIC GUIDELINE
FOR
FIREGROUND OPERATIONS
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Example of Standard Operational Guideline
S.O.P Title: Strategic Guidelines
Original Issue Date:
Latest Revision:

Page 1 of 8

Authorized By__________________________________

This Strategic Guideline identifies and outlines some basic rules and principles that relate to the
major areas of firefighting strategy and subsequent fireground activity. The uniform application
of this guideline will produce favorable fireground outcomes. This guideline is designed to offer
a basis and simple framework for the Kennett area fireground operations and command; it also
represents many existing practices, and a defining of how this department is expected to perform
during certain emergencies.
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
There are four separate strategic priorities that must be considered in order to stabilize
fireground situations - these priorities also establish the order that other basic fireground
functions must be performed. These strategic priorities should be regarded as separate,
yet interrelated, activities that must be considered in order. The Incident Commander
cannot proceed on to the next priority until the objective of the current function has been
completed.
The Basic Strategic Priorities are as follows:
Life Safety (Rescue) - The activities required to protect occupants, and to treat
the injured.
a) Removing victims from threat
b) Removing threat from victims
c) Defending in place, to buy time
Exposure Protection - Keep things (persons or property) that are threatened by
fire from being damaged by fire.
Fire Control/Extinguishment - The activities required to stop the forward
progress of the fire and to bring the fire under control, and complete
extinguishment.
Property Conservation - The activities required to stop or reduce additional loss
to property. This includes but is not limited to salvage.

All four strategic priorities require a somewhat different tactical approach from both a
command and an operational standpoint. While the Incident Commander should satisfy
the objectives of each function in its priority order, he must, in many cases, overlap and
"mix" the activities of each to achieve completion. Notable examples of this are the need
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many times to achieve interior tenability with active/extensive fire control efforts before
getting on with primary search, or the need to initiate salvage operations while active fire
control efforts are being extended.
1. LIFE SAFETY
It shall be a standard Kennett area procedure to extend a primary and secondary search in
ALL involved and dangerously exposed areas that can be entered in accordance with the
Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) 2 in 2 out rule. The Incident
Commander and operating companies cannot depend upon reports from spectators to
determine status of victims. Fire Department personnel should utilize such civilian reports as to the location, number and condition of victims as information that "supports"
routine primary search efforts. Positive information from spectators about victims inside
shall be considered sufficient for the OSHA rescue exception. Other probabilities as well
may indicate a situation where the OSHA exception applies. Such activity must only be
carried out with the knowledge and consent of the Incident Commander in order to insure
the safety of the rescuers.
The Incident Commander must structure initial operations around the completion of the
primary search. Primary search means companies have quickly gone through ALL
occupiable area(s) and verify the removal and/or safety of all occupants. Asking
spectators or one time occupants "is everybody out?", or the status of the fire, is not
enough. Time is the critical factor in the primary search process and successful primary
search operations must be extended quickly and during initial fire stages to be regarded as
being primary. The completion of the primary search shall be reported to the Incident
Commander using plain language by those who were assigned the task. It is the
responsibility the Incident Commander to coordinate primary search assignments, secure
completion reports from interior companies and to communicate the search accomplishment to all units operating on the scene. The Incident Commander must make specific
primary search assignments to companies to cover specific areas of large complex occupancies and maintain on-going control of such companies until the entire area is searched.
Once the primary search has been completed and communicated to all units, the Incident
Commander must take steps to maintain control of access to the fire area; beware of
occupants (and others) re-entering the building.
The life safety functions that follow lengthy fire control activities are regarded as
representing a secondary search. A secondary search means that fire companies thoroughly search the interior of the fire area after initial fire control and ventilation activities
have been completed. Different companies should preferably complete a secondary
search than those involved in the primary search activities. Thoroughness (rather than
time) is the critical factor in a secondary search.
The stage of the fire becomes a critical factor that affects the life safety approach
developed by the Incident Commander. The following items outline the basic approach
of the Incident Commander to standard fire stages:
Nothing Showing - In nothing showing situations or in very minor fire cases that
clearly pose no life hazard, the officer in charge must organize and direct a rapid
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interior search and those carrying out that task must promptly report their
findings. In such cases, the interior search for victims will also verify no fire.
Smoke Showing - In smoke showing and working fire situations, fire control
efforts must be extended simultaneously with rescue operations to gain entry and
to control interior access to complete the primary search. In such cases, the
Incident Commander and all operating companies must be aware that the operation is in a rescue mode until primary search is complete, regardless of the fire
control required. In working fire situations, primary search must be followed by a
secondary search.
Fully Involved - In cases of fully involved buildings or sections of buildings, immediate entry (and primary search activities) becomes impossible and survival of
the occupants improbable, the incident commander must initially report fully involved conditions and that a primary search is not possible. As quickly as fire
control is achieved, Command must then structure what is in effect a secondary
search for victims.
The Incident Commander must consider the following factors in developing a basic life
safety size-up:
Number, location and condition of victims.
Effect the fire has on the victims.
Capability of the fire-rescue forces to enter the building, remove and
protect the victims and control the fire.
The most urgent reason for the special calling of additional units is for the purpose of
covering life safety. It is the responsibility of the Incident Commander to develop a realistic (and pessimistic) rescue size up as early as possible.
The Incident Commander must make one of these three basic life safety decisions.
Do we remove victims from the threat?
Do we remove the threat from the victims?
Do we buy time until more resources are available?
In some cases occupants may be safer in their rooms than moving through contaminated
hallways and interior areas. Also, such movement may impede interior fire fighting. In
still other cases the fire-rescue personnel may have no choice in the matter; some occupants will insist in evacuation while others will refuse to leave the relative safety of their
rooms.
Life Safety efforts should be extended in the following order:
Most severely threatened.
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The largest number (groups).
People in the remainder of the fire area.
People in the exposed areas.
All initial attack forces must be directed toward supporting rescue efforts and hose lines
must be placed in a manner to control interior access, confine the fire, and protect
avenues of escape. Hose line placement becomes a critical factor in these cases and all
operating companies must realize that the operation is in a Life Safety (rescue) Mode and
if necessary operate in a manner that writes off the structure in order to buy rescue time.
Normal means of interior access (stairs, halls, interior public areas, etc.) should be
utilized to remove victims whenever possible. Secondary means of rescue (ladders, fire
escapes, and the like), should be utilized only in their order of effectiveness.
It shall be the responsibility of the incident commander to structure the treatment of victims after removal. Multiple victims should be removed to the same location for more
effective treatment. The incident commander should direct and coordinate the "EMS"
structure whenever possible. Implementation of the "Mass Casualty" might be in order
depending upon circumstances and the number of victims.
2. FIRE CONTROL
It shall be the standard Kennett Area EMS /Fire Service operating procedure to attempt to
stabilize fire conditions by extending wherever possible an aggressive5 well-placed and
adequate interior fire attack effort and to support that attack with whatever resource and
action is required to reduce fire extension and to bring the fire under control. Incident
commanders must develop a fire control plan of attack that first stops the forward progress of the fire and then brings the fire under control. In most cases, the first arriving
company will not immediately have adequate resources to accomplish all of the attack
needs that may be faced. The initial Incident Commander must prioritize attack efforts,
act as a resource allocator and determine the resources the fire will eventually require.
Accurate forecasting of conditions by the Incident Commander becomes critical during
this initial evaluation process.
There will be cases where the entire first arriving engine company (as a whole, fully
geared unit!) may be required to enter a structure to locate, search, and operate an attack
line from a standpipe system. This situation will most likely occur in buildings such as
college dormitories, high rise, and modern low-rise buildings. When this "total engine
company" enters the structure, the second arriving engine must function as the water
supply company feeding the various fixed fire protection systems being used. Radio
communication becomes critical during this process. Other arriving units must know
what the first arriving unit is doing. The Total Engine Company Concept is an option,
and mentioned here for individual officer consideration.

5

A well- thought out, staffed, equipped, and supplied (GPM) fire fighting\life safety effort.
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Fires should be fought from the unburned side. Attack from the burned side generally
will drive the fire, smoke and heat into uninvolved portions of the building and the interior control forces out of the building.
Fires should be fought from the interior. The fastest place to put water on the fire is
generally from the outside at the point where the fire is burning out of the building – most
of the time this is the worst application point.
The Incident Commander must consider the most dangerous path of travel and avenue of
fire extension, particularly as it affects rescue activities, confinement efforts, and exposure protection. Resources must then be allocated based upon this fire growth prediction.
Initial attack efforts must be directed toward supporting primary search. The first attack
line must go between the victims and the fire and protect avenues of escape.
First arriving units must determine fire location and extent before starting fire operations
(as far as possible). All such beginning operations must be communicated.
Put water on fire: The rescue, exposure protection, confinement, extinguishment,
overhaul, ventilation & salvage problem is solved in the majority of cases by a fast,
strong, well-placed attack.
The Incident Commander must consider seven (7) sides (or sectors) of the fire: front,
back, sides, top, bottom and interior.
The Incident Commander must develop a conscious time decision with regard to both the
size of the attack and the position of the attack. The bigger the attack, the longer it takes
to get it going; the more the interior attack is repositioned, the longer it will take to
complete the task. "Where the fire is going to be?" after set up is completed, is an
important question that must be answered.
Lacking direction, when fire is showing, companies will many times lay hose and put water on the fire utilizing the fastest, shortest, most direct route. This process has been identified in some fire service texts as the "candle-moth syndrome"; everyone wants to go to
the flames. It is the responsibility of the Incident Commander to insure that all operations
are "directed" activities.
When the fire is coming out of a burning building and not affecting exposures, let it vent.
Launch an interior attack from the unburned side. It is generally venting in the proper
direction. Placing a hose stream in the ventilation opening is dangerous, careless and
reckless. It requires discipline on the part of the fire fighters and fire officers not to do
so, and not submit to "candle-moth" temptations.
The Incident Commander must develop critical decisions that relate to cut-off points and
must approach fire spread determinations with pessimism. It takes a certain amount of
time to "get water" and the fire continues to burn while the attack gets set up. The
Incident Commander must consider where the fire will be when attack efforts are ready to
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actually go into operation; if the Incident Commander misjudges, the fire may burn past
the planned attack/cut-off position.
Don't put water into burned-out property, particularly where there is unburned property
elsewhere left to burn. It is generally improper to operate fire streams into property that
is already lost, many times such activity is done at the expense of exposed unburned
property, and wastes valuable extinguishment efforts. Write-Off property that is already
lost and go on to protect exposed property based on the most dangerous direction of
spread. Do not continue to operate in positions that are essentially lost.
3. PROPERTY CONSERVATION
It shall be standard Kennett area operating procedure to commit whatever fireground
resource is required to reduce property loss to an absolute minimum. It must be stressed
that; the age old practice of taking chances with fire fighter lives for vacant and
derelict buildings is no longer acceptable! The Incident Commander must weigh the
risk versus the benefit, at all operations. The activities that relate to effective property
conservation require the same early and on-going command functions and aggressive
action as both rescue and fire control. All members are expected to perform in a manner
that continually reduces loss during fire operations.
When the fire is out - shut down fire streams. Early recognition that the forward progress
of the fire has been stopped is an important element in reducing loss. The earlier the
salvage operations begin, the smaller the loss.
When basic fire control has been achieved, the Incident Commander must commit and
direct companies into "stop loss" activities; such activities generally include:
Evaluating damage to overall fire area.
Evaluating the salvage value of various areas.
Evaluate resources that will be required.
Committing the necessary companies to salvage functions.
Reducing hose lines from fire control functions to salvage functions.
Additional rotation of personnel due to fatigue.
In cases where there is an overlapping need for both fire control and salvage to be performed simultaneously and where initial arriving companies are involved in firefighting
and salvage remains undone, it shall be considered reasonable to special call additional
resources to perform salvage functions.
Be aware that personnel involved in rescue and fire control operations are generally
fatigued and have reached a state of reduced efficiency by the time property conservation
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functions must be completed - this can result in a high potential for injury. The incident
commander must evaluate personnel conditions and replace with fresh companies if
needed.

4. ASSUMPTION OF COMMAND
First Arriving Unit: The first arriving unit or officer is responsible for initially assuming
command. This individual (officer or member in charge of the unit) retains command
responsibilities until command is transferred to a higher-ranking officer or until the
incident is terminated. This assumption of command by the first unit is mandatory.
As the identity of the incident commander changes through the formal command transfer
process, the responsibility for command functions also changes. (Note: The Incident
Commander is responsible for all Command functions, all of the time during the incident)
The term INCIDENT COMMANDER refers jointly to the person, the functions, and the
location of whoever is in charge, and provides a standard identification tag for the single
person in charge. With this system, it should be all but impossible for more than one
officer to act as an Incident Commander at any one time on any one incident scene.
Incident Commander Modes - When the first unit arrives, quick decisions must be made
as to which of the following commitments the unit will make:
NOTHING SHOWING MODE - Generally requires investigation by the first
arriving unit while others remain in a stand-by position. Usually, the officer
on the first unit will go with the investigating company while using the
portable radio to continue the command function. In effect, this creates a
"mobile command"; a condition that is otherwise undesirable.
FAST ATTACK MODE - Requires immediate action to stabilize (e.g., a
working, interior fire in a residence, apartment or small commercial
occupancy). For an offensive fast attack, the choice may be to lead the attack
while utilizing the portable radio to continue command. This fast attack mode
should be concluded rapidly with one of the following outcomes:
Situation stabilized by the offensive attack.
Command transferred to the first arriving chief officer
Situation not stabilized; member in charge of the first arriving
unit moves to an exterior (stationary) command position.
The Fast Attack Mode will most likely be the mode most officers will utilize
in the beginning, at the majority of fires.
COMMAND MODE - Because of the size of the fire, complexity of the occupancy, or the possibility of extension, some situations will demand strong
direct command from the outset. In these cases, the first arriving unit will
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maintain at an exterior command position and remain there until relieved of
command.
Chief officers arriving upon the scene of an incident not yet declared under
control may "take" Command by a formal process. The actual command
transfer is regulated by a very simple, straightforward procedure that includes:
Contacting the Incident Commander directly. (Face to face is always preferable), however, transfer of command by radio can be accomplished during
fairly simple incidents when the responding officer has "copied' all Command
activity made before arrival. Standard communications must be followed.
The officer being relieved will provide a briefing that includes:
 Initial Situation - "What was it like when you arrived?"
 Deployment & Assignment - "What you are doing?"
 Strategic and Tactical Plan - "What would you do if I wasn't here?"
 Safety Considerations- "Are there any unusual safety problems that you
know of?
This briefing concludes with a confirmation of command transfer. It should
be a short, straight to the point exchange!
The County Dispatch Center shall be advised what unit identifies the Incident Commander.
Transfer of Command takes place on the scene only.
Only the Incident Commander shall do radio communications from the scene to the dispatch
center.
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APPENDIX 5
RECOMMENDED ADMINISTRATIVE
STANDARD OPERATING GUIDELINES
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Standard Operating Guidelines
SOG NO:
SOG TITLE
ADOPTION DATE
REVISION DATE
NO. OF PAGES

ADM – 01
Whistleblower Policy
6/2014
-2

Purpose:
To assure the Organization’s officer, members, and employees observe high standards of
business and personal ethics in the conduct of their duties and responsibilities. As employees and
representatives of the Organization, we must practice honestly and integrity in fulfilling our
representatives and comply with all applicable laws and regulations.
Guideline:
Reporting Responsibility
It is the responsibility of all officers, members, and employees to comply with the Code and to
report violations or suspected violations in accordance with the Whistleblower Policy.
No Retaliation
No officer, member or employee who in good faith reports a violation of the Code shall suffer
harassment, retaliation or adverse employment consequence. An employee who retaliates against
someone who has reported a violation in good faith is subject to discipline up to and including
termination of employment. This Whistleblower Policy is intended to encourage and enable
members, employees and others to raise serious concerns within the Organization prior to
seeking resolution outside the Organization.
Reporting Violations
The Code addresses the organization’s open door policy and suggests that employees share their
questions, concerns, suggestions or complaints with someone who can address them properly. In
most cases, the President, Vice President, or the Secretary is in the best position to address an
area of concern. However, if you are not comfortable speaking with an officer or you are not
satisfied with their response, you are encouraged to speak with any officer you are comfortable
in approaching. Supervisors and managers are required to report suspected violations of the Code
of Conduct to the Organization’s Compliance Officer (Organization Secretary), who as specific
and exclusive responsibility to investigate all reported violations. For suspected fraud,
individuals should contact the Organization Compliance Officer directly.
Compliance Officer
The Organization’s Compliance Officer is responsible for investigating and resolving all
reported complaints and allegations concerning violations of the Code and at his discretion, shall
advise the Secretary and/or to audit committee. The Compliance Officer has direct access to the
audit committee of the board of directors and is required to report to the audit committee at least
annually on compliance activity. The Organization’s Compliance Officer is the chair of the audit
committee.
Accounting and Auditing Matters
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The audit committee shall address all reported concerns or complaints regarding corporate
accounting practices, internal controls or auditing. The Compliance Officer shall immediately
notify the audit committee and auditing firm of any such complaint and work with the committee
until the matter is resolved.
Acting in Good Faith
Anyone filing a complaint concerning a violation or suspected violation of the Code must be
acting in good faith and have reasonable grounds for believing the information disclosed
indicates a violation of the Code. Any allegations that prove not to be substantiated and which
prove to have been made maliciously or knowingly to be false will be viewed as a serious
disciplinary offense.
Confidentiality
Violations or suspected violations may be submitted on the confidential basis by the complainant
or may be submitted anonymously. Reports of violations or suspected violations will be kept
confidential to the extent possible, consistent with the need to conduct an adequate investigation.
Handling of Reported Violations
The Compliance Officer will notify the sender and acknowledge receipt of the reported violation
or suspected violation within five business days. All reports will be promptly investigated and
appropriate corrective action will be taken if warranted by the investigation.
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Standard Operating Guidelines
SOG NO:
SOG TITLE
ADOPTION DATE
REVISION DATE
NO. OF PAGES

ADM – 02
Conflict of Interest
6/2014
-4

Purpose – Article 1
The purpose of the conflict of interest policy is to protect this tax-exempt organization's
(Organization) interest when it is contemplating entering into a transaction or arrangement that
might benefit the private interest of an officer or director of the Organization or might result in a
possible excess benefit transaction. This policy is intended to supplement but not replace any
applicable state and federal laws governing conflict of interest applicable to nonprofit and
charitable organizations.
Article II – Definitions
1

Interested Person
Any director, principal officer, or member of a committee with governing board delegated
powers, who has a direct or indirect financial interest, as defined below, is an interested
person.

2

Financial Interest
A person has a financial interest if the person has, directly or indirectly, through business,
investment, or family:
a. An ownership or investment interest in any entity with which the Organization has a
transaction or arrangement,
b. A compensation arrangement with the Organization or with any entity or individual
with which the Organization has a transaction or arrangement, or
c. A potential ownership or investment interest in, or compensation arrangement with,
any entity or individual with which the Organization is negotiating a transaction or
arrangement.

Compensation includes direct and indirect remuneration as well as gifts or favors that are not
insubstantial.
A financial interest is not necessarily a conflict of interest. Under Article III, Section 2, a person
who has a financial interest may have a conflict of interest only if the appropriate governing
board or committee decides that a conflict of interest exists.
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Article III – Procedures
1

Duty to Disclose
In connection with any actual or possible conflict of interest, an interested person must
disclose the existence of the financial interest and be given the opportunity to disclose all
material facts to the directors and members of committees with governing board delegated
powers considering the proposed transaction or arrangement.

2

Determining Whether a Conflict of Interest Exists
After disclosure of the financial interest and all material facts, and after any discussion with
the interested person, he/she shall leave the governing board or committee meeting while
the determination of a conflict of interest is discussed and voted upon. The remaining board
or committee members shall decide if a conflict of interest exists.

3

Procedures for Addressing the Conflict of Interest
a. An interested person may make a presentation at the governing board or committee
meeting, but after the presentation, he/she shall leave the meeting during the
discussion of, and the vote on, the transaction or arrangement involving the possible
conflict of interest.
b. The chairperson of the governing board or committee shall, if appropriate, appoint a
disinterested person or committee to investigate alternatives to the proposed
transaction or arrangement.
c. After exercising due diligence, the governing board or committee shall determine
whether the Organization can obtain with reasonable efforts a more advantageous
transaction or arrangement from a person or entity that would not give rise to a
conflict of interest.
d. If a more advantageous transaction or arrangement is not reasonably possible under
circumstances not producing a conflict of interest, the governing board or
committee shall determine by a majority vote of the disinterested directors whether
the transaction or arrangement is in the Organization's best interest, for its own
benefit, and whether it is fair and reasonable. In conformity with the above
determination it shall make its decision as to whether to enter into the transaction or
arrangement.

4

Violations of the Conflicts of Interest Policy
a. If the governing board or committee has reasonable cause to believe a member has
failed to disclose actual or possible conflicts of interest, it shall inform the member
of the basis for such belief and afford the member an opportunity to explain the
alleged failure to disclose.
b. If, after hearing the member's response and after making further investigation as
warranted by the circumstances, the governing board or committee determines the
member has failed to disclose an actual or possible conflict of interest, it shall take
appropriate disciplinary and corrective action.
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Article IV – Records of Proceedings
The minutes of the governing board and all committees with board delegated powers shall
contain:
a. The names of the persons who disclosed or otherwise were found to have a financial
interest in connection with an actual or possible conflict of interest, the nature of the
financial interest, any action taken to determine whether a conflict of interest was present,
and the governing boards or committee's decision as to whether a conflict of interest in
fact existed.
b. The names of the persons who were present for discussions and votes relating to the
transaction or arrangement, the content of the discussion, including any alternatives to the
proposed transaction or arrangement, and a record of any votes taken in connection with
the proceedings.
Article V – Compensation
a. A voting member of the governing board who receives compensation, directly or
indirectly, from the Organization for services is precluded from voting on matters
pertaining to that member's compensation.
b. A voting member of any committee whose jurisdiction includes compensation matters
and who receives compensation, directly or indirectly, from the Organization for services
is precluded from voting on matters pertaining to that member's compensation.
c. No voting member of the governing board or any committee whose jurisdiction includes
compensation matters and who receives compensation, directly or indirectly, from the
Organization, either individually or collectively, is prohibited from providing information
to any committee regarding compensation.
[Hospital Insert - for hospitals that complete Schedule C
d. Physicians who receive compensation from the Organization, whether directly or
indirectly or as employees or independent contractors, are precluded from membership on
any committee whose jurisdiction includes compensation matters. No physician, either
individually or collectively, is prohibited from providing information to any committee
regarding physician compensation.]
Article VI – Annual Statements
Each director, principal officer and member of a committee with governing board delegated
powers shall annually sign a statement which affirms such person:
a. Has received a copy of the conflicts of interest policy,
b. Has read and understands the policy,
c. Has agreed to comply with the policy, and
d. Understands the Organization is charitable and in order to maintain its federal tax
exemption it must engage primarily in activities which accomplish one or more of its taxexempt purposes.
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Article VII – Periodic Reviews
To ensure the Organization operates in a manner consistent with charitable purposes and does
not engage in activities that could jeopardize its tax-exempt status, periodic reviews shall be
conducted. The periodic reviews shall, at a minimum, include the following subjects:
a. Whether compensation arrangements and benefits are reasonable, based on competent
survey information and the result of arm's length bargaining.
b. Whether partnerships, joint ventures, and arrangements with management organizations
conform to the Organization's written policies, are properly recorded, reflect reasonable
investment or payments for goods and services, further charitable purposes and do not
result in inurement, impermissible private benefit or in an excess benefit transaction.
Article VIII – Use of Outside Experts
When conducting the periodic reviews as provided for in Article VII, the Organization may, but
need not, use outside advisors. If outside experts are used, their use shall not relieve the
governing board of its responsibility for ensuring periodic reviews are conducted.
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Standard Operating Guidelines
SOG NO:
SOG TITLE
ADOPTION DATE
REVISION DATE
NO. OF PAGES

ADM – 03
Records Retention
6/2014
-1

Purpose:
To establish Standard Operating Guidelines for maintaining various records of the corporation
The ___________________________ 1 will adhere to the following basic record retention
guidelines:
 Incident reports – indefinite
 Personnel files – indefinite
 Financial records – 7 years
 Meeting records – 10 years
 General correspondence – 2 years
 Contracts – 5 years after termination
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APPENDIX 6
KENNETT AREA
ASSISTED LIVING/SPECIALTY
FACILITIES
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Kennett Area Assisted Living / Specialty Facilities
Kendel at Longwood
1109 East Baltimore Pike
Kennett Square, PA 19348
(Kennett Township)

Three Year Average EMS Utilization
Kendel at Longwood

Kennett Township

18%

82%

Kendel Kennett Township
ALS

BLS
342

303
198

60

2013
Kendel

77
32

2013
Kennett
Twp.

232

213

63

42

2014
Kendel
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2014
Kennett
Twp.

47

2015
Kendel

2015
Kennett
Twp.
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Brandywine Senior Living at Longwood
301 Victoria Gardens Dr,
Kennett Square, PA 19348
(Kennett Township)

Three Year Average EMS Utilization
Brandywine Assisted Living

Kennett Township

17%

83%

Brandywine Kennett Township
ALS

BLS

360
288
245
210

198

170

75

60

2013
Brandywine

59

2013
Kennett
Twp.

45

2014
Brandywine
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2014
Kennett
Twp.

2015
Brandywine

2015
Kennett
Twp.
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Kendel Crosslands
1660 East Street Road
Kennett Square, PA 19348
(Pennsbury Township)

Three Year Average EMS Utilization
Crosslands

Pennsbury Township

47%
53%

Crosslands Pennsbury Twp
ALS

BLS

119
95
82
72

73

70
59

66

45

2013 2013
2014
2014
Crosslands Pennsbury Crosslands Pennsbury
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2015
2015
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Friends Home in Kennett
147 West State Street
Kennett Square, PA 19348
(Kennett Square Borough)

Three Year Average EMS Utilization
Friends Home

Kennett Borough

12%

88%

Friends Home Kennett Borough
ALS

BLS

201

26

2013
Friends

127

28

23

2013
Kennett
Borough

162

160

144

24

2014
Friends
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17 18
2014
Kennett
Borough

2015
Friends

2015
Kennett
Borough
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Chester County Prison
501 S Wawaset Road
West Chester, PA 19382
(Pocopson Township)

Three Year Average EMS
Utilization
Chester County Prison

Pocopson Township

25%

75%

Chester County Prison Pocopson Township
ALS

161

153
69

52

31

2013 Prison

BLS

137

62

51

25

2013
Pocopson
Twp.

107

85

2014 Prison
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Pocopson
Twp.

39

2015 Prison

2015
Pocopson
Twp
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Chester County Pocopson Home
1695 Lenape Road
West Chester, PA 19382-6800
(Pocopson Township)

Three Year Average EMS Utilization
Chester County Pocopson Home

Pocopson Township

40%
60%

Pocopson Home Pocopson Twp.
ALS

BLS
126

120
93
78

97 95

91

89
74

51
36
22

2013
Pocopson
Home

2013
Pocopson
Twp.

2014
Pocopson
Home
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2015
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APPENDIX 7
PROJECT TEAM
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Project Team
William F. Jenaway, Ph.D., CFO, CFPS, Principal Consultant, Project Manager.
Dr. William F. Jenaway, CFO, CFPS will serve as Project Manager for this engagement. Dr.
Jenaway is the CEO of ESECG responsible for training, education and consulting services
provided to client of VFIS and ESECG. His organization provides training to over 20,000
fire/EMS personnel annually and provides technical guidance and consultation to over 200
agencies annually. He has served as Chief and Fire Marshal of the East Bethlehem Township,
Pennsylvania Volunteer Fire Department; and as Chief and President of the King of Prussia,
Pennsylvania; Volunteer Fire Company, as well as being Chairman of the municipality’s Fire
and Rescue Services Board. Under Chief Jenaway’s leadership, the department became the first
all-volunteer Accredited Fire Service Agency in the US. Fire Chief Magazine named him the
“Volunteer Fire Chief of the Year” in 2001. Bill’s background includes 30-plus years of
volunteer fire and EMS experience.
In 2004 he was named to Chair the Pennsylvania Senate Resolution 60 Commission to evaluate
and provide recommendations to the Pennsylvania legislature and fire service on strategic
approaches to the state’s fire and EMS delivery system.
Over the years, Bill has authored over 200 articles, seven texts and provided over 100 speeches
on fire and life safety issues. He holds Certified Fire Protection Specialist and Certified Fire
Officer designations as well. In 1999 he was named to the Presidential/Congressional
Commission known as the “Advisory Panel to Assess preparedness for Terroristic Acts
Involving Weapons of Mass Destruction” (a/k/a Gilmore Commission). Dr. Jenaway also serves
as President of the Congressional Fire Services Institute and is Past President of the Pennsylvania
Fire Services Institute. He serves on the National Fire Protection Association Committees of
Emergency Services Risk Management; Providing Emergency Services to the Public; Fire
Department Apparatus, and Fire Service Training. Dr. Jenaway is in his second, three-year term
as a Commissioner on the Commission on Fire Department Accreditation.
Robert Drennen, M.S. CFPS, Consultant.
Robert Drennen served as the Director of the St. Joseph’s University Public Safety and
Environmental Protection Master’s Degree Program. Within this program Mr. Drennen directs
the students’ development and the course program. Research papers of the students serve to
broaden the perspective of Mr. Drennen and his team in the development of new techniques and
procedures for fire service. Under the direction of Mr. Drennen, St. Joseph’s worked with Dr.
Jenaway in the development of an efficient and effective model for businesses to utilize in the
preparation, prevention, response and recovery to emergencies as well as projects for the
National Volunteer Fire Council involving volunteer recruitment, retention and cost savings. Mr.
Drennen is responsible for student research projects, many of which involve specialized
evaluations of their local emergency service organization. This provides him with a unique
insight and understanding of current trends in volunteer and combination fire service operations
in the Mid-Atlantic States. Mr. Drennen holds a Master’s Degree, is a Certified Fire Protection
Specialist and is a retired Chief Officer of the Philadelphia Fire Department, and served as Safety
Officer of the Willow Grove, PA, Fire Company, and Chief Fire Officer of Upper Moreland
Township, PA.
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Jerry Ozog, Education Specialist – VFIS Education, Training, and Consulting
Jerry is a professional educator and program manager dedicated to administrative and operational
excellence in emergency services. He is an innovative emergency services leader responsible for
preparedness, response, and recovery from emergency and disaster situations. He is passionate
about teaching, research, analysis, and breaking down problems so better decisions can be made
in crisis situations. Jerry has developed several innovative educational programs and courses
designed to improve organizational operations. The programs are also designed to meet the needs
of working adults.
Jerry has been serving in the volunteer and career emergency service sectors for the past 30
years. He is currently the Deputy Fire Chief for the Hampden Township Volunteer Fire
Company and a member of the Command and General Staff for the South Central Task Force All
Hazards Incident Management Team and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Incident
Management Team. Jerry currently serves as an Education Specialist for VFIS Education,
Training, and Consulting in York, Pennsylvania. He previously served as a Director for a
Community College Public Safety Training Center, Executive Director for a Regional EMS
Council and Paramedic Coordinator for a Community Hospital. Jerry is also an Adjunct
Instructor in the Integrated Emergency Management Program at FEMA’s Emergency
Management Institute.
Jerry is a graduate of the prestigious Executive Fire Officer Program at the National Fire
Academy and the Master Exercise Practitioner Program at the Emergency Management Institute.
He is a nationally certified Firefighter 2, Fire Officer 3, Fire Instructor 2 and Pennsylvania
Emergency Medical Technician. Jerry has earned a Bachelor’s Degree in Organizational
Management and a Master’s Degree in Public Administration. In 2004, Jerry graduated from
Leadership Harrisburg Area, which is a community leadership-training program. In 2012, Jerry
was awarded the Platinum Award for Servant Leadership from Leadership Harrisburg Area.
Thaddeus Lowden, M.S., P.E., CFPS, Consultant.
Ted Lowden has been active in the fire service in both a career and volunteer capacity for thirtynine years. During that time he has held every rank within the fire service, up to and including
the rank of chief. To date he has served twenty-five years in that capacity with Evesham FireRescue, a combination full service fire department of approximately 140 career and volunteer
members. During almost all of that time he has concurrently served as Evesham Township’s
Emergency Management Coordinator.
Through his adult life he has continuously pursued advanced training in the disciplines of fire,
emergency medical and emergency management. This effort has culminated with the completion
of literally hundreds of specialized courses. Efforts to continue his formal education have
resulted in an A.A.S. degree from Burlington County College and a B.S degree from the
University of Maryland, both in fire science and a M.S. degree in Public Safety from St.
Joseph’s University in Philadelphia.
In addition to his pursuits in fire protection within his community, he has also served in various
leadership positions of county, state and regional organizations. This included ascending the
chairs to position of President of the Eastern Division of the International Association of Fire
Chiefs and serves on the Board of Directors of the International Association of Fire Chiefs
Volunteer-Combination Officers Section (VCOS). He has also done extensive pro bono work for
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the National Wildland Fire Coordinating Group, the National Fire Academy, the State of New
Jersey and others. He is frequently called upon to speak, consult or deliver presentations and
training programs to emergency service responders and leaders.
David A. Bradley, B.S., NREMT-P, Staff Consultant.
David is responsible for EMS related issues for VFIS/VFIS, a subsidiary of the Glatfelter
Insurance Group. His responsibilities include: research of EMS issues, and related delivery of
educational and training programs, curriculum development, and information analysis and
representation on major organizations and committees. Prior to joining VFIS, Dave managed a
large EMS agency.
Dave has over thirty-six years of experience in Emergency Services. He has functioned in many
roles during his career from volunteer EMT to Career EMS Chief. Dave’s involvement includes
IAFC, NFPA, NAEMT, and NAEMSE, along with several state-level organizations. He is a
Nationally Registered Paramedic and holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Safety Engineering.
Dave has presented on various topics in the areas of emergency service, risk management,
health, and safety. He remains active as a Paramedic at First Aid & Safety Patrol, Lebanon PA.
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